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Again We Say, rryou Can't Afford to Be
Without

GOOD BOOKS!"

Todafs Books - Tomorrow's Topics - Be Read)! to Joill ill the C01Zversati01z!
THE NILE: THE LIFE STORY OF A
RIVER.
By Emil Ludwig
$5.00
This is not a history of the Nile; it
is a hiogTaphy-lJy one of the most
populal' lJiographers of our time.
Ludwig lJegins its life-story in the
:lfountains of the 1\1oon. and follows
it to the pyramids at its mouth.
Along the way he gathers together
for us the falJulously rich incidents of
thiS life. A truly dramatic lJiography
of one of the grandiose phenomena of
nature--the longest river in the
world.

GOLDEN FLEECE, the story of Franz
Joseph and Elis:!beth of Austria.
By Bertita Harding
$3.50
The thrilling days of a crumbling en~
pire form the hacl{ground for tillS
brilliant, romantic biograph~' of .a
patient. bewildered emperor and IllS
dazzling but cn pricious wife. 31 illul:;trations.

THE FLOWERING OF NEW ENGLAND.
$4.00
By Van Wyck Brooks
Greeted as a masterpiece as soon as it
was published, this history of literary
Npw England from the da~'s of Gilbert
Stuart to those of Longfello"" Lowell,
Emerson, and Hawthorne is one of
the delightful and important books of
the season.

DESERT ENCOUNTER.
By I(nud Holmboe

$3.00

An adventurous journey through Italian Afl ica.
The author. a young
Dane 'I"ho embraced Islam and spoke
fluent Arabic, conceived the idea of
driving a car through North Africa
from l\'forocco to Egypt garbed as an
Arab and studying Arab culture as he
journeyed. He was captared. by BedOUins, accused by the Italians of
being a spy, arrested and deported to
Benghazi. From there he sailed to
Egypt. :He llad failed to complete h!s
pioneer Journey but the record of Ius
experiences is very interesting.

SOMETHING OF MYSELF. The Autobiography of Rudyard Kipling.
$2.50
The story of a boy in E'lgland; of a
young man in India, observing, beginning to set down the results of that
observation; of the life that followed,
the inner life lying behind the public
Ilgure of the enormously successful
author. To anyone interested in literature the possession of this record
is almost a necessit~'; it is no less
so to those whose interest in life is
greater than in letters.

CRUISE OF THE CONRAD
By Alan Villiers

$3.75

Sixty thousand miles in a squarerigged ship. the "Joseph Conrad,"the last of the frigates-around the
world and among the South Sea Islands. this is the story that Alan
Villiers, an Australian mariner who
went to sea at fifteen, tells with all
the clarity. vividness, and power of
the tropical sea itself.

WILDERNESS WANDERERS
By Wendell and Lucie Chapman
$3.75
In this book the Chapmans tell how
they first ventul'ed into the wilderness of the Far ,Vest, of their experiences. some exciting, some humorous. and all interesting. with the animals-large and small-of the Rocky
Mountains. of the perilous predicaments in which they found themselves, and dozens of other incidents.
Many photographs by the authors.

BE GLAD YOU'RE NEUROTIC
By Louis E. Bisch
$2.00
Dr. Bisch says, "Be glad you're neurotic," and means it-literally. He
points out that neurotics furnish the
world
with
its
geniuses-poets,
statesmen, thinkers. leaders. Every
neurotic has the possibilities of greatness in him, Dr. Bisch says-that's
why he's neurotic.

THE STORY OF SECRET SERVICE
By Richard Wilmer Rowan
$3.50
Reveals the stealthy steps of intriguers going up and down the backstairs of history, century after century, influencing the future of great
and small nations and the lives of
everyone. This is not a collection of
stories but a brilliant history sweeping through thirty-three centuries to
the present.

CONSIDER THE HEAVENS
By Forest Ray Moulton

$3.50

This is a simple, vivid. brilliantly
written book on astronomy for the
layman.
Dr. Moulton charts the
heavens in the clear, simple language
that makes the pageant of the skies
understandable to the non-scientific
reader.

THE HUNDRED YEARS
By Philip Guedalla

$3.00

The history of the world during the
last hundred years, from the June
dawn in 1837 when Victoria of England was notified of her accession to
the throne to this present year. A
fascinating and thrilling story as told
by a distinguished English writer.

THINK FOR YOURSELF
By Robert P. Crawford

$2.50

SEVEN LEAGUE BOOTS
By Richard Halliburton

$3.50

The purpose of this bool;: is to awaken
the mind and thereby help you secure
ideas and solve ~'our own problems
well and easily. The author tells you
how to thinle for yourself by showing
you what the thinking process is, how
outstanding success in thinking has
been accomplished in the past. what
means and procedures to use in thinking creatively and originally.

Richard Halliburton duplicates Hannibal's feat of crossing' the Alps on
the back of an elephant.
Halliburton's elephant was the first to
climb the Alps since 218 B.C. An
amazing story, this is the latest of
Richard Halliburton's adventures.

LOVE IS A CHALLENGE
By Florence Guy Seabury

$2.50

Using the methods of modern psychology, but Without attempting slavishly to follow its formulas. the common troubles of people in lo\'e are
discussed and interpreted, with suggestions for attaining fulfillment
through understanding.

LIVING COURAGEOUSLY
By Kirby Page

$1.00

Kirby Page has here set down the
challenges of modern li\'ing, and described the kind of courage that will
survey and travel the roadway to a
better understanding of one's own
self and of humanity.

LIVING CREATIVELY
By IGrby Page

$1.00

,Vith tolerance and clarity l\'fr. Kirby
Page discusses the ills of today's
world. He offers no panacea for the
ailments that harass the body and
the mind, but he does construct a program to guide us into better, more
helpfUl and happier lives.
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High Levels Bishops' Crusade
Kentucky Conference reports every charge mak- sacrificing service of a friend, and believes it will
ing an offering in Bishops' Crusade.
not be thought a distinction invidious among no~
Baltimore .Conference reports all charges but table leaders if we shall run on this page also as a
five, with three to report immediately.
worthy feature among Crusade high levels a picThe pledge of the Orient in Bishops' Crusade was ture of Mr. Wells, procured by us for the purpose
approximately $10,000.
from a friend, without either his consent or
Churches reported 126,273 attending com- knowledge.
memoration dinners.
The Atlanta District came second in its offer"The response of the Methodists in Virginia to
ing to Crusade.
the challenge of the first phase of Bishops' Crusade
The Houston District came third.
has been such as to thrill the hearts of us all.
The Richmond District made the largest district
". . . . Back of this splendid acceptance of misoffering.
sionary responsibility on the part of Virgin.ia
The Richmond offering, totaling $13,764, ex- Methodists, there stands definitely the work of the
ceeded the total contribution in each of thirty-two Virginia Conference director of the Crusade,
of the Annual Conferences, only six Annual Con- Luther W. Wells. From the day that the appeal of
ferences giving larger amounts
the Crusade was laid before the
than this district alone.
Church, Brother Wells has strivThe Virginia Conference led
en ceaselessly to lay the cause on
all the Conferences in the Cruthe heart of Virginia Methodism.
sade offering, giving $49,162,
With the missionary passion
which was more than twice as
surging in his heart, he has zealmuch as the next largest.
ously sought to give to all this
same paSSIOn. . . . .
The Richmond Ti111-es-Dispatch publishes a beautiful tribThe Richmond District has
ute to Mr. Luther Wells, passed
been honored in many different
by the Richmond District Conways and on many occasions by
ference, in appreciation of that
the splendid contributions of
great layman's service as Leader
Brother Wells to the ongoing'
of the district and as Director of
of the Kingdom of God. His
the Bishops' Crusade for the
outstanding work in the Bishops' Crusade has been another
Virginia Conference. The ediLuther W. Wells
tor of WORLD OUTLOOK is passgreat honor to the district.
Virgitlia COII/erellce Director
ing along this tribute to the self"
Bishops' Grzzsade

,
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What Mr. Wesley
Himself Says
Rbout May 24
Taken from Wesley's Journal Exactly as He Wrote
It a Few Days l-lfter His
Great Experience

Portrait of J ohl/ Wesley, pail/ted iI/ 1773 by J ohll R usse//, who
is said to have beell cOllverted ,mder Charles Wesley's preachillg
"I felt 1 did trust ill Christ, Christ alolle, for salvation"

W

HAT occurred on Wednesday the twenty-fourth,
I think best to relate at large, after premising
what may make it the better understood. Let
him that cannot receive it, ask the Father of Lights, that
he would give more light to him and me.
1. I believe, tiIl I was about ten years old, I had not sinned

away that "washing of the Holy Ghost" which was given me
in baptism, having been strictly educated and carefuIly taught,
that I could only be saved "by universal obedience, by keeping
all the commandments of God"; in the meaning of which I
was diligently instructed. And those instructions, so far as
they respected outward duties and sins, I gladly received, and
often thought of. But all that was said to me of inward
obedience or holiness I neither understood nor remembered.
So that I was, indeed, as ignorant of the true meaning of the
Law, as I was of the gospel of Christ.
2. The next six or seven years were spent at school; where,
outward restraints being removed, I was much more negligent
than before, even of outward duties, and almost continually
guilty of outward sins, which I knew to be such, though they
were not scandalous in the eye of the world. However, I still
read the Scriptures, and said my prayers, morning and evening. And what I now hoped to be saved by, was (1) not
being so bad as other people; (2) having still a kindness for
religion; and (3) reading the Bible, going to Church, and
saymg my prayers.
3. Being removed to the University, for five years, I still
said my prayers, both in public and in private, and read, with
the Scriptures, several other books of religion, especially com4
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ments on the New Testament. Yet I had not all this while so
much as a notion of inward holiness; nay, went on habitually
and (for the most part) very contentedly, in some or other
known sin; indeed, with some intermission and short struggles,
especially before and after the Holy Communion, which I was
obliged to receive thrice a year. I cannot well tell what I
hoped to be saved by now, when I was continually sinning
against that little light I had, unless by those transient fits of
what many divines taught me to call repentance.
4. When I was about 22, my father pressed me to enter
into Holy Orders. At the same time the providence of God
directing me to Kempis' "Christian Pattern," I began to see,
that true religion was centered in the heart, and that God's
law extended to all our thoughts, as well as words and actions.
I was, however, very angry at Kempis, for being too strict,
though I read him only in Dean Stanhope's translation. Yet I
had frequently much sensible comfort in reading him, such as
I was an utter stranger to before; and meeting likewise with
a religious friend, which I never had till now, I began to alter
the whole form of my conversation, and to set in earnest upon
a new life. I set apart an hour or two a day for religious retirement. I communicated every week. I watched against
all sin, whether in word or deed. I began to aim at, and pray
for inward holiness. So that now, "doing so much and living
so good a life," I doubted not but I was a good Christian.
5. Removing soon after to another college, I executed a
resolution, which I was before convinced was of the utmost
importance, shaking off at once all my trifling acquaintance. I began to see more and more the value of time.
I applied myself closer to study. I watched more carefully
against actual sins. I advised others 'to be religious, according
to that scheme of religion by which I modeled my own life.
But meeting now with Mr. Law's "Christian Perfection" and
"Serious Call," (although I was much offended at many parts
of both, yet) they convinced me more than ever of the exceeding height, and breadth, and depth of the law of God.
The light flowed in so mightily upon my soul, that every thing
appeared in a new view. I cried to God for help, and resolved not to prolong the time of obeying him as I had never
done before. And by my continued "endeavour to keep his
whole law," inward and outward, "to the utmost of my
power," I was persuaded that I should be accepted of him, and
that I was even then in a state of salvation.
6. In 1730, I began visiting among the prisons, assisting
the poor and sick in town, and doing what other good I could,
by my presence or my liftle fortune, to the bodies and souls
of all men. To this end I abridged myself to all superfluities,
and many that are called the necessaries of life. I soon became
a by-word for so doing, and I rejoiced that "my name was
cast out as evil." The next spring I began observing the
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\\'Tednesday and Friday fasts, commonly observed in the ancient
Church; tasting no food till three in the afternoon. And now
I knew not how to go any farther. I diligently strove against
all sin. I omitted no sort of self-denial which I thought lawful; I carefully used, both in public and in private, all the
means of grace at all opportunities. I omitted no occasion of
doing good: I for that reason suffered evil. And all this I knew
to be nothing, unless it was directed toward inward holiness.
Accordingly this, the image of God, was what I aimed at in
all, by doing his will, not my own. Yet when, after continuing some years in this course, I apprehended myself to be
near death, I could not find that all this gave me any comfort, or any assurance of acceptance with God. At this I was
then not a little surprised, not imagining I had been all this
time building on the sand, nor consioering that "other foundation can no man lay, than that which is laid by God, even
Christ Jesus."
7. Soon after a contemplative man convinced me, still
more than I was convinced before, that outward works are
nothing, being alone; and in several conversations instructed
me how to pursue inward holiness, or a union of the soul
with God. But even of his instructions (though I then
received them as the words of God) I cannot but now observe,
(1) That he spoke so incautiously against trusting in outward
works, that he discouraged me from doing them at all. (2)
That he recommended (as it were, to supply what was wanting in them) mental prayer, and the like ~xercises, as the most
effectual means of purifying the soul, and uniting it with God.
Now these were in truth, as much my own works as visiting
the sick or clothing the naked; and the union with God thus
pursued, was as really my own righteousness, as any I had
before pursued under another name.
8. In this refined way of trusting to my own works, and
my own righteousness, (so zealously inculcated by the mystic
writers,) I dragged on heavily, finding no comfort or help
therein, till the time of my leaving for England. On shipboard, however, I was again active in outward works; where it
pleased God, of his free mercy, to give me twenty-six of the
Moravian brethren for companions, who endeavoured to show
me a more excellent way. But I understood it not at first. I
was too learned and too wise. So that it seemed foolishness unto
me. And I continued preaching and following after and trusting in that righteousness, whereby no flesh can be justified.
9. All the time I was at Savannah I was thus beating the
air. Being ignorant of the righteousness of Christ, which by
a living faith in him bringeth salvation "to everyone that
believeth," I sought to establish my own righteousness, and
so laboured in the fire all my days. I was now, properly under
the law; I knew that the law of God was spiritual; I consented to it, that it was good. Yea, I delighted in it, after the
. inner man. Yet was I carnal, sold under sin. Every day was
I constrained to cry out, "\\'That I do, I allow not; for what I
would, I do not; but what I hate, that I do. To will is indeed present with me; but how to perform that which is good,
I find not. For the good which I would, I do not, but the
evil which I would not, that I do. I find a law, that when I
would do no good, evil is present with me; even the law in my
members, warring against the law of my mind, and still bringing me into the captivity to the law of sin."
10. In this vile, abject state of bondage to sin, I was indeed
fighting continually, but not conquering. Before, I had
willingly served sin; now it was unwillingly; but still I served
it. I fell and rose, and fell again. Sometimes I was overcome,
and in heaviness; sometimes I overcame, and was in joy. For
as in the former state, I had some foretastes of the terrors of
the Law, so had I in this, of the comforts of the Gospel.
During this whole struggle between nature and grace, (which
had now continued above ten years,) I had many remarkable
returns to prayer; especially when I was in trouble. I had
many sensible comforts, which are indeed no other than short
anticipations of the life of faith. But I was still under the
law, not under grace: (the state most who arc called ChrisAUGUST 1937

tians are content to live and die in.) For I was only striving
with, not freed from sin; neither had I the witness of t~e
Spirit with my spirit; and indeed could not; for I sought It
not by faith, but (as it were) by the works of the law.
11. In my return to England, January, 1738, being in imminent danger of death, and very uneasy on that a~count, I
was strongly convinced that the cause of that uneasiness was
unbelief, and that the gaining of a true, living fait?, w~s the
one thing needful for me. But still I fixed not thIS faIth on
its right object: I meant only faith in God, nor faith in or
through Christ. Again, I knew not that I was wholly void
of this faith; but only thought I had not enough of it. So
that when Peter Bohler, whom God prepared for me as soon
as I came to London, affirmed of true faith in Christ, (which
is but one,) that it had two fruits inseparably attending it,
"Dominion over sin, and constant peace from a sense of forgiveness," I was quite amazed, and looked upon it as a new
Gospel. If this was so, it was clear, I had not faith. But I
was not willing to be convinced of this. Therefore I disputed
with all my might, and laboured to prove, that faith might
be where these were not: for all the Scriptures relating to this,
I had been long since taught to construe away, and to call all
Presbyterians who spoke otherwise. Besides, I well saw, no one
could (in the nature of things) have such a sense of forgiveness, and not feel it. But I felt it not. If then there
was no faith without this, all my pretensions to faith dropped
at once.
12. \Vhen I met Peter Bohler again, he consented to put the
dispute upon the issue which I desired, viz. Scripture and experience. I first consulted the Scripture. But when I set
aside the glosse's of men, and simply considered the word of
God, comparing them together, endeavouring to illustrate ,the
obscure by the plainer passages, I found they all made agaInst
me, and was forced to rereat to my last hold, "That experience could never agree with the literal interpretation of
those Scriptures. Nor could I, therefore, allow it to be true,
till I found some living witnesses of it." He replied, "He
could show me such at any time; if it desired it, the next
day." And accordingly, the next day, he came with three
others, all of whom testified of their own personal experience,
that a true living faith in Christ is inseparable from a sense of
pardon for all past, and freedom from all present sins. They
added with one mouth, that this faith was the gift, the free
gift of God, and that He would surely bestow it upon every
soul who earnestly and perseveringly sought it. I was now
thoroughly convinced; and, by the grace of God, I resolved to
seek it unto the end; (1) By absolutely renouncing all dependence, in whole or in part, upon my own works of
righteousness, on which I had really grounded my hope of
salvation, though I knew it not, from my youth up. (2)
By adding to the constant use of all the other means of grace,
continual prayer for this very thing, justifying, saving fait?;
a full reliance on the blood of Christ shed for me; a trust In
him as my Christ, as my sole justification, sanctification, and
redemption.
13. I continued thus to seek it, (though with strange indifference, dullness, and coldness, and usually frequent relapses into sin,) till Wednesday, May 24. I think it was
about five this morning that I opened my Testament on those
words: TO. P.lYUTI'a. ~p.il' Ka.( I'{p.(a. (7ra.yylAp.a.I'a. Sd,WP'l)I'a.( (Va.
I'£rlh: BEta.C; KO(I'WI'O{ cf>V(]'Ewc;.
"There are given unto us exceeding great and precious promises, even that ye should be
partakers of the divine nature." (2 Pet. i. 4.) Just as I went
out, I opened it again on those words, "Thou art not far
from the kingdom of God." In the afternoon I was asked
to go to St. Paul's. The anthem was, "Out of the deep
have I called unto thee, 0 Lord: Lord, hear my voice. 0
let thine ears consider well the voice of my complaint. If thou,
Lord, will be extreme to mark what is done amiss, 0 Lord,
who may abide it? But there is mercy with thee: therefore
thou shalt be feared. 0 Israel, trust (Continued 011 page 29)
[289]
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Rem.em.ber

May 24

I

N the July, 1934, issue of WORLD OUTLOOK was
featured a boxed article entitled "May 24." It was
written by this editor, who got his cue of emphasis from
a statement of the Bishops to the General Conference at
Jackson, beginning, "We are reminded that May 24 will
be the anniversary of that experience of John Wesley
that is expressing itself through the Methodist Church
to the ends of the earth," and announcing that a committee "will undertake to bring to the Church for general publication by that date a statement of the high objectives we shall call the Church to seek during the years
of that quadrennium."
In the later statement coming to the Church, the
Bishops said: "Wednesday, May 24, was the great day
on which Wesley entered into spiritual freedom," and
requested that appropriate celebration of the "day of
the warm heart" be made throughout the Church. Th~t
request of the Bishops has not gone unheeded. During
the first half of the Bishops' Crusade, how often has
reference to that date been heard! Scarcely less often
than the date April 23-25 that, as the date on which our
first missionaries sailed, had become central in the missionary section of the movement that for more than a
year past has engaged the mind and heart of our
Church.
And now the scene shifts, the second date, May 24,
becoming central in our thought and aspiration. "The
General Conference at Jackson was in every sense," declared the Bishops, "a forward-looking General Conference. When we have looked backward, it was only that
we might the better see how to march forward." In
grateful memory of the old date in 1738 we are striking
straight out for a better Aldersgate-yes, even better,
in 1938.
And it is not unworthy to be found often on our lips
6
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-is this "May 24." Little children and youth, we are
daring to hope, will be saying it in the Sttnday schools;
congregations in our Church and other Methodist
Churches world-wide will be holding "Aldersgate" services; great conferences will be talking it over and planning to bring back the experience of the warm heart to
masses of people and institutions; preachers will be
straining mind and heart to awaken the people; great
leaders employing the best they know to analyze and
set forth its deeper meaning, and our people, please God,
will be again seriously seeking to enter in.

If We Might
Hear Him. Tell It
ALL along, from the time of our Lord and his apos-

£l..

ties, even before the birth of the Methodist Church,
or this great witness had come to him we call "founder,"
in the early days of the Church in this land, and down
through the years, in the providence of God, we rejoice
to believe, in our own time it is increasing. Many good
and useful, but restless and unsatisfied church people desire ,it, not because the great founder knew it, but because the experience belongs to a strain of warmth--of
power, that runs back to Pentecost, and because they
believe the deep hunger that drives them is deeply
human, truly, but no less really divine, as it has been inspired by the great Spirit who himself searcheth in the
spirit of man the deep things of God. Sometimes we
have said and heard it said that Mr. Wesley did not
make much of the Aldersgate experience, did not often
refer to it. If one deeply interested would be willing to
do as old-fashioned a thing as to dip into a volume of
Wesley's sermons, he would find-would be amazed to
find how fresh and vital and up-to-the-minute are these
great utterances, and how colored all the texts he uses,
and these "Wesleyan" expositions against the background
of one exigent, glowing, transforming experience.
If we had anywhere Mr. Wesley's description of his
experience, who would not like to read it and re-read it?
Well, we have just that thing in his "journal," and we ,
are reproducing that statement word for word just as he
set it down a few days after the experience came to
him, when he was viewing it in the good, full light of
that first sunburst, and when he knew well it would
have to endure the withering scrutiny of unsympathetic
critics and questioners. On page 4 of this issue appears
an article entitled "What Mr. Wesley Himself Says
about May 24." "What occurred on Wednesday the
24th," he begins, "I think best to relate at large, after
premising what may make it the better understood."
And so through definite paragraphs-eighteen of themhe not only describes the experiences, but outlines in detail the vicissitous stages of the pathway along which he
had come to that experience: .as a boy; six or seven years
at school; five years at the university; during the period
when his father was pressing him to enter the ministry;
in another college; doing religious and social work; reading mystical writers; meeting the Moravians; talking
WORLD OUTLOOK
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with Peter Bohler, and finally out of the darkness into
the great sunburst of Aldersgate Street, "at about a quarter to nine o'clock, when I felt my heart strangely
warmed!"

his spirit, sweeping him along, to make the life and life
work that followed, and at the victorious end of which he
could bear witness still to the world in wonder, "The
best of all is, God is with us!"
The time of the \Vesley revival in its religious superficiality was not unlike our own. Certainly the need of
Not Light or Easy
our time is for a profound deepening of its moral and
This Way of the Warm Heart
spiritual life. This deepening of life is of the very esHE lap that we Methodists are turning into at the sence of our Gospel, as it comes down from its great
second section of the Bishops' Crusade is no light author, our Lord. It is not difficult for us who are
thing or easy, as if it should be a pink tea for which we older to remember how the old Methodist preacher thunare preening or a booster junket we plan. It is the spir- dered forth that in repentance the disciple "gives up his
itual birthday of a great founder, but its significance, alL" His devotion was not to be different, only deeper,
running further back than that, touches the lives of and more far-reaching in the consecration that was called
other great leaders-Moody, Luther, Augustine, Paul, for in sanctification. More and more thoughtful Methodreaching back to Pentecost and springing in a source no ist people are coming to believe that there was no perverless than divine.
sion in the doctrine or misleading for life in the use of
We have said that the experience made-made over that great doctrine, only in its abuse. As our founder
our great founder, have often said it made the Meth- undoubtedly held it, and others among our fathers and
odist Church. But in our time we are plaintively con- leaders, it was a doctrine worthy of all acceptation,
fessing that the power of it has largely faded, and what sound in faith and wholesome in experience and life.
we need, what the Church of our Lord in our time In Mr. \Vesley's thinking it was difficult to tell where the
needs, is the return of its living radiance. Certainly it natural leaves off and the supernatural begins in the
was no light thing with our great founder, but a long process of grace. Sanctification was partly human, partand tedious course by which he carne to it, a struggle, ly divine, and when sanctification was genuine, in his
tedious and agonizing, that took him into its depths. thought the devotion was never less than complete.
It is true that Mr. \Vesley did not keep telling this exAt that first Student Volunteer Convention, at the
perience over and over, as if there were nothing else in horne of Mr. Moody, in 1886, how well we remember
grace to tell, but he told it. Perhaps in all his books the deep searching of heart, the retreats, the struggle,
and his "journal" no single episode in his experience has the surrender, before a man was ready to say, "We are
engaged as much of his space in a single description. willing and desirous, God permitting, to become forSomething over two thousand words he took to describe eign missionaries." It was already coming to be an unit, and then seemed not altogether definite, sometimes usual spectacle when at the Young People's Conference
identifying it with one step in the gracious process, in Memphis we saw a bishop of the Church, after a great
sometimes with another; sometimes in his thought it took apostolic sermon in which feelings had been deeply
place at a point of time, sometimes it developed and stirred, call upon thousands of young people to renew
their consecration and bring them to their feet in redeepened into a whole life.
Many are telling us that the best John \Vesley book newal of their full surrender.
is the book recently written by our Dr. Umphrey Lee,
In earnest conversation about how it should be done
and it is certainly illuminating, as its preparation has in the congregation, a brother preacher told us that
been thorough. This editor finds no fault with Dr. if he were a pastor, he would call the people toLee's interpretation of the Aldersgate experience. It is gether who were interested and talk with them in prayerwhat we have held for many years. The one thing in ful heart-to-heart instruction about these deeper things
his book that surprised us was his statement that the of the spirit, would ask those who were interested to
most characteristic thing in \Vesley's doctrine was his join him in a little band, or larger, that might from
view of Christian perfection. We remembered the su- week to week and year to year find this larger experience
perficial discussions of that subject, theological and con- of knowledge and power. If we go further, we ought
troversial, the things preachers said in my boyhood to go deeper; if we go further, we shall have to go
about each other when in their sermons they discussed deeper, and that can never be easy for the individual or
Christian perfection, and felt at first flush that his the Church.
\VORLD OUTLOOK believes that this May 24 is someview could hardly be fair to the founder. But when we
thing
more than a date, more than a cheerful junket, or
read Dr. Lee's discussion, remembered the connection
of the great books on "Christian Perfection" with Wes- good meeting and great, believes that the date itself is a
ley's awakening, thought of the power and reach of Wes- lively suggestion by which Providence would recall a
ley's own life, how it was related to the superficiality of great event in our history, and we shall constantly pray
the time, and of the great revival of personal devotion that the memorial will bring the warm tryst of love and
that followed his life and work, we felt that Dr. Lee's power for the members of our Church who deeply care,
for all the Churches who would come back to the pracview was fair.
Mr. \Vesley's life was more than a single point. It tice of power, for the time that would turn from its
was a point, a glowpo;1tf of passion that burned through worldly, wicked way and seek our God.
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.R Tributa to
Charles Le Roy Goodell
By
Jesse M. Bader
Dr. Bader, successor and dear personal
friend of Dr. Goodell, conducted the
special 111·e1110rial services in honor of
Dr. Goodell at the last Executive Coml1zittee Meeting of the Federal Council,
and at that time read the beautiful tribute we are presenting below

Photo by Paell Bros.

Dr. Charles
Department
of the
" . . . . only

L. Goodell, sixteen years head of the
of Evangelism of the Federal Council
Churches of Christ in America
a change ill one's post-office address"

ANOTHER

herald of the Everlasting Evangel has
passed on from the Church Militant to the
Church Triumphant. Charles Le Roy Goodell,
known and beloved by a host of friends, quietly and
peacefully slipped away from earthly scenes and ties on
April 26, 1937. Had he lived until July 31, he would
have reached his eighty-third birthday. The funeral
services were held on April 28 in the Marble Collegiate
Church of New York City. His body was laid to
rest near the old family home in Dudley, Massachusetts.
A faithful servant of Christ and a devoted preacher
of the gospel is gone, but he has left behind him a light
for the pathway of men:

..n..

"\'(1ere a star quenched on high,

For ages would its light,
Still traveling downward from the sky,
Shine on our mortal sight.
"So when a good man dies;
For years beyond our ken,
The light he leaves behind him lies
Along the paths of men."
8
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Dr. Goodell gave sixty years to the ministry. Forty
of these years were given to the pastorate. Three of his
pastorates were in Greater New York-at Hanson Place,
Calvary, and St. Paul's Methodist Episcopal .Churches,
to which he gave a total of twenty-one years. At the
age of twenty-three, he began his first pastorate in a
little country church. His father, who had six generations of New England blood in his veins and who was a
Methodist local class leader and preacher, gave him this
advice, "My son, you are going into the ministry. I
have no doubt you will get a congregation, but I want to
say to you that it will not make any difference how
large your audience or your salary, or how many of the
first families occupy your pews, if you do not win men
to Jesus Christ as their Savior from sin, you are a
cumberer of the ground and ought to make way for a
better man." These words were taken seriously.
Not a month went by during Dr. Goodell's forty
years in the pastorate that someone was not received
into the membership of the church. It is a matter of
record that during the entire month of January for
forty consecutive years he held his own evangelistic
meetings. His custom each year was to receive the new
members after the January meeting, on the first Sunday
in February. On one such Sunday during his pastorate
at Calvary Church, he received 364 new members at
one serVIce.
Dr. Goodell was a pastor-evangelist. His many evangelistic experiences no doubt caused him to write in one
of his books these lines, "Be assured of this, that when
you come down the pulpit steps for the last time and
look over the years in retrospect, the only sermons that
will seem to you to amount to anything are the sermons
which presented Christ as the Savior of men, and in
which you urged, with a burning heart, his choice at
once." And again he writes, "There is nothing that
makes one so happy in his own soul as to feel that God
has used him to win somebody from darkness to light.".
WORLD OUTLOOK
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While Dr. Goodell will be remembered long and deservedly as a pastor during the :first forty years of his
ministerial career, yet the work he did through the Department of Evangelism of the Federal Council of the
Churches of Christ in America will be looked upon as his
greatest contribution. For sixteen years he traveled incessantly across the country and he spoke often before
churches, ministers' meetings, seminaries, and conventions. He was in great demand as a speaker; and whenever and wherever he spoke, it was always on Evangelism. This herald of the Evangel did the Protestant
churches of America an invaluable service by his unceasing emphasis upon this primary responsibility of the
church. He was an aggressive exponent of Evangelism
during those years when it was not always popular to be
its advocate.
When he spoke, his zeal for Evangelism was contagious. Altar fires upon the hearts of many ministers were
rekindled. Some of us have heard him say to ministers
again and again, "We are the heralds of a passion, but we
cannot be the heralds of a passion we do not feel."

It was Dr Goodell's custom each year to ask the Secretaries of Evangelism of the different communions to
go with him on a series of One-Day Conferences. This
was a wise plan, for in this way a unity was brought
into the evangelistic programs of the Protestant churches
that could not have been achieved in any other way.
Such a demonstration of Christian unity and fraternity
in the work of Evangelism had a wholesome effect upon
each community visited.
Dr. Goodell not only lifted up his voice boldly in the
interest of Evangelism, but he used his pen to further
this cause. He had remarkable ability as a writer. He
produced many books on Evangelism. They have been
timely because they have emphasized the timeless elements of the Christian gospel. These books are to be
found in the libraries of preachers all over the nation.
It is not too much to claim that no books have been
written on the subject of Evangelism that have been of
greater help to the ministers of the nation than Dr.
Goodell's books. Men knew that this man of the flaming evangelistic heart practiced (Continued on page 29)

Helen Keller Speaks to Two Thousand
Kwansei - Gakuin Students
By JOE MICKLE, JR.
N Friday, May 14, in the Central Auditorium
here at Kwansei Gakuin, there was a meeting that
would have done your heart good. In my judgment it was the greatest meeting held in Kwansei Gakuin
in the past fourteen years. Fully two thousand students
and friends crowded the auditorium, whose capacity is
only fifteen hundred. Students even cli~bed up the wall
on the outside to see and hear what they could from the
windows. I have never seen a Japanese audience so
moved by what they heard within the short space of less
than one hour. Not a soul present who was not profoundly stirred. Not one who did not go away more

hopeful, more cheerful, stronger, and with a finer appreciation for the great spiritual values in life as expressed in the Christian message?
Were there those present who were downcast, who
had struggles to bear? The speaker had overcome more
difficulties than any of them. \Vere there those present in whom the springs of their spiritual life had dried
up? Out of a world of darkness and silence came words
which renewed our spiritual strength and hope.
The speaker was none other than Helen Keller. In
no uncertain terms Miss Keller spoke of her :firm faith
in God and his goodness and (Conti11ued on page 30)

Left to right, Heletl Keller, lIfiss Tizompsol', Professor lwalwshi,
itlterpreter, speakitlg to two thollsatld ill Kwatlsei Gakrlitl

Left to right, He/ell Keller, 1I1iss Tizompsoll, Professor
lwalzashi, 1I1,·s. lwahaslzi seated, Kwatlsei Gakrlilz
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SIlt/day Scltool Day, C elltral C11lI/'CIt, J lIiz de Fora

1=1 Second Isaiah

•

In

Brazil

By EULA H. BOWDEN
ABOUT the first of April, 1927,
£l.. Isaias (Isaiah) Sucasas,
graduate of Granbery College, closed a quadrennium of
wonderful service in the Central
Methodist Church of Juiz de Fora.
He is a young man fired with enthusiasm for the work of ·the Lord.
He is consecrated, sincere, humble,
and fearless. He left a congregation sorrowing because he was sent
to another place. But he is always
willing to carry out the commands
of his bishop without complaint,
and so he went rejoicing to the
Central Church of the state capital,
Bello Horizonte, which received
him with open arms. His send-off
was one of the most touching and
beautiful I ever witnessed.
When he came to Juiz de Fora
Church four years and eight
months ago, it was a circuit including the Sao Matheus and Bicas
churches in addition to the Central
Church. He had two assistants.
When he left, Sao Matheus had developed into a flourishing church
of over two hundred members,
having bought new benches and
having had the chapel done over
on the inside. This year it was
given a pastor of its own. Bicas
had built a church and was also
given a pastor. Sr. Isaias was inIII
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Central CII/II'clt, Jlliz de FOI'a, ill"millated for the revival meetillg

Rev. Isaias SlIcasas

vited to inaugurate the new church
there not long before he left here.
Central Church, Juiz de Fora, had
received over four hundred members during his pastorate.
Fired with the desire to win
souls to Christ and evangelize the
city of Juiz de Fora, he early set his
church to work. He organized
afternoon Sunday schools in all
parts of the city. He gave one
section of the city to the young
people to look after, one to the
women, one to the men, and encouraged the Sao Matheus church
to open up schools. Finally there
were thirteen afteroon Sunday
schools, where there had been only
one before. In July of last year,
he had a big Sunday school rally
day at the morning hour, when
the schools under the supervision
of Central Church came marching
in with their superintendents and
teachers, each having its banner
with different colors. There were
almost seven hundred people present. Each Sunday school had a
small part on the program.
Besides these afternoon Sunday
schools, prayer meeting services
were held during the week in these
sections of the city and in many
other homes. Brother Isaias never
tired of (Continued 011- page 30)
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R Cure for COInInunisIn
By G. D. PARKER

" --... ""-~--- ""l recuperation. Furthermore, each reOMMUNISM is conceived in
adolescence, developed in youth,
I'
ceived a reasonable monthly wage upon
I
c. ,
\
and comes to birth in maturity.
the receipt of which he was sent in the
I
.
I.~.. .
~. .
.
1
.
I
The most favorable atmosphere for its
company's launch to the mainland to
I
..0" , .
. ('
.i
conception and development is found in
spend the day and night on Sunday
!,·~~p''''i'
I
congested metropolitan areas inhabited
with his parents. (Few of them could
}~{ .. ··;i~.j
I
by the underfavored and submerged
be persuaded to remain till Monday
"
classes. It is not a political product, but
morning away from the island.)
one that is purely social. It is not a
The most remarkable feature of this
modern development, but is as old as
extraordinary experiment was the selecthe race and as deep as human emotion of two of the boys each day to
tions. It is a social disease; hence is
accompany Mr. Lage in his rounds over
curable only by the application of sothe works, conferences with executives
cial science and not by political panaRcv. G. D. Parkcr
and reception of visitors. In the course
ceas or military measures. The only
of a year each one enjoyed this privilege
infallible cure is contraception, which is
several times. These two ate at his table
generally misunderstood and rep'udiated 10 the social that day as the friends and guests of his family, thus
world as it is in the sexual.
learning in a pleasant and practical way how to conduct
That it is possible and practical to apply this contra- themselves in any society. One day as a group of us
ceptive remedy to this disease which threatens to become walked along with Mr. Lage, he noticed that one of his
a world-wide epidemic will be seen in the following boys lagged at a respectful distance; he stopped and,
experiment that was successfully made at the turn of the calling the boy, insisted that he accompany us, as he
century, about 1902, by a Brazilian of great wealth, was one of our party for that day. \'7e are assured that
wide experience, and profound human sympathies, Se- the percentage of those failing to take full and intellinhor Henrique Lage. He was the senior member of the gent advantage of these rare opportunities was insigcompany operating the principal line of passenger and nificant. I have never heard of a strike or communistic
cargo boats along the Brazilian coast from the Amazon demonstration on Vianna Island.
This is the most outstanding and far-reaching piece of
to the LaPlata.
On the picturesque Vianna Island in the Bay of Rio de social service that I have ever seen, as it enabled each to
Janeiro is located the extensive and modern navy yard see at close and intimate range how the "other half"
and machine shops, maintained by the company, where lived at work and at home, thus breaking down the wall
hundreds of operatives are employed for the repair and that suspicion builds up and that communism attempts
overhauling of its great fleet of ships. Adjoining was to demolish.
In recommending these pre,;entive measures, I see the
an uninhabited island, covered with dense foliage, which
Mr. Lage purchased before he embarked on his venture difficulties in the way of individual industrialists carryof practical sociology. He had roads opened and at- ing out similar programs on their own account, especially
tractive cottages built and furnished, and then went to since communism is so scientifically organized, so highly
the congested tenement districts of Rio de Janeiro, at financed, and so generally propagated, yet it is altogether
that time having about one million inhabitants, and within the range of possibility to unite forces in this
invited one hundred street urchins, communists and social campaign as it is done in general education and
criminals in the making, to accompany him to the is- other lines of endeavor for public welfare.
Recently there appeared in the press of this country
land.
They were comfortably housed in groups of ten in an appeal to the Roman Catholic Church to co-operate
the modern cottages, each set in beautiful surroundings with the government in the suppression of communism
and presided over by a competent matron. Everything on the ground that the Church is the principal sufferer
was provided, including clothing. Certain hours of the in a communistic order. This, however, is only relativeday were assigned to rudimentary education under ly true; the greatest sufferer is Capital and those detrained teachers, after which the boys went to the shops, pendent upon it for a living. Once this truth is realwhere useful trades were le:trned. In the evening music ized, Capital will organize as Labor has organized, and
was taught by a bandmaster in the social hall, and other on a giant scale adopt measures in the interest of selfforms of uplifting entertainment provided for their preservation. Too long has Capital looked to and deleisure hours. The best physicians and dentists were en- pended upon the Church to solve the moral and social
problems of the laborer while it has devoted itself entire~a~ed to look after their health, and periodically they
~'c~re sent to field and garden for change of work and ly to the economic phase of (Co11thmcd 011 page 31)
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Dr. J. L. Cllllitlggim, president of Scarritt College

Mrs. J. L. Cltnitlggim

Scarri tt College
.R. Building Process
By

J.

EARL MORELAND

N a recent trip to New York City we had occasion to visit the Empire State Building in company with a distinguished architect. As we were
standing across the street looking at the giant structure,
this writer remarked that it must be a tremendous task
to project and construct such a building. Without hesitation the architect replied, "Not at all. It is a comparatively simple matter. There are only three things
to be borne in mind-the foundation, the structure,
and the superstructure." Continuing, he said, "The
foundation is the first and, by far, the most important
of the three factors. The taller the building, the deeper
and more secure must be the foundation. Indeed, if the
foundation be properly laid, the job is more than half
finished. Then there is that broad base of those first
few stories, which we call the structure. As it is dependent upon the foundation, so must the superstructure
be dependent upon the structure for its height, final
symmetry, and stability. These three parts when put
together tell the whole story of the building." So spoke
the architect.
Educational institutions, like buildings, pass through
similar definite periods in their construction. Indeed,

O
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without carrying the figure to undue limits of comparison, we believe that its applicability to the story of Scarritt's progress can be fairly shown, for Scarritt College
has passed through three rather definite periods in its
development.
There was that most important foundation period
which may be likened to those rich, productive, determinative years of its functioning at Kansas City as the
Scarritt Bible and Training School. Through the dreams
and plans and efforts of Dr. Belle Harris Bennett, the
able leadership of Miss Maria Layng Gibson, and through
the lengthening vision and loyal support of the women
of Southern Methodism, the foundations were laid deep
and secure through the long formative years at Kansas
City. They were grounded in the rock of spiritual
realities, and as the builders went about their labors,
they succeeded in creating an atmosphere of deep consecration, sincere educational effort, and such seriousness of purpose as is rarely to be found on college campuses.
Hundreds of students passed through the halls of
Scarritt during those most important formative years.
Hundreds went out to many distant lands for Christian
WORLD
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1111-. J. Earl M orelalld, vice-presidellt of Scarritt College

service, and like numbers gave themselves to the Church
to serve in needy places in the home field. Their lines
"have gone out to the very ends of the earth." Their
loyalty in Christian service has become at once a tradition and a rich heritage to serve as a guide and an inspiration to all those who have labored at the institution
in succeeding years. Certainly no one who desires to
know the meaning and purpose and spirit of Scarritt
can ever discover the secret save as he delves deep
into the history which was made through those deter":
minative and productive years at Kansas City.
\Vith the election of Dr. J. L. Cuninggim to the presidency and with its removal to Nashville, Scarritt ente~ed upon a second period of development which may
be likened to the "structure" period. Under br. Cuninggim's wise leadership and through his dreams and
plans and labors, definite constructive plans were projected. The educational program was greatly enlarged.
The name was changed to Scarritt College for Christian
Workers, and its rank raised to that of a senior college
and graduate school. It became affiliated in a valuable
and significant way with Peabody College and additional
recognized scholars were added to its faculty. New departments and chairs were added and the old ones
strengthened.
And "The College Beautiful" came into being with
the completion of one of the most beautiful buildings in
all America. In these buildings the Gothic was properly adapted for educational purposes, yet lost nothing of
its austere dignity and emphasis upon the spiritual.
Small wonder that pilgrims are coming continually from
all parts of the country to see the buildings, to receive
AUGUST 1937

Mrs. J. Earl M orelalld

inspiration from beauty wrought into worshipful tower
and ivy-covered walls and graceful arches. Through
these "structure" years, more hundreds passed through
Scarritt halls, and scores of women and men were commissioned and sent out into specialized Christian service.
Many close friends of the College have been remarking through recent weeks that "we are now entering
upon a third phase of development." President Cuninggim has called attention to many significant happenings in recent months which point to a new day of even
greater opportunity for the kind of service which Scarritt can render. With the extension of the Department
of Social Work, with the plans for additions to the
Departments of Religious Education and Religion in
Art, with the possibilities of greater scope of service envisioned through the coming unification of American
Methodism, Scarritt faces even greater opportunities
for Christian educational service than it has known in
the past.
During the last twelve months, three new projects of
a significant educational nature have been launched.
(Dr. Cuninggim discusses these in an article in this same
issue.) One of the outstanding missionary leaders of
our day stated only last month to a large group of
churchmen in N ew York that "the eyes of missionaryMinded men are turning more and more to Scarritt in
N ashville for inspiration and leadership."
All of us who are members of the Scarritt family are
glad to enter upon the labors of this third period, pledged
to continuing the valued traditions of the past and confident in the leadership of Him whose we are and whom
we seek to serve.
[ 297 ]
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New Educational
Projects at
Scarritt
College
By

A grO/lp of foreign st/ldents with Scarritt tower it, rear

HE usu~l educati?nal program of. Scarritt C~llege
was· enrIched durmg the past seSSIon by the mauguration of three small but significant projects.
One addition to the program was the Missionary Institute or seminar for missionaries at home on furlough
from various foreign fields. The Institute was made
possible by the co-operation of the Foreign Department
of the Board of Missions with the College, and was conducted jointly by Dr. A. W. Wasson of the
Board of Missions and Miss Mabel K. Howell
of the Department of Missions of Scarritt
College. Members of the Institute included
missionaries, men and women, from Mexico,
Brazil, China, Japan, Korea, India, and
Africa, nationals from several countries, and
young men and women preparing for service
in foreign lands. The most pressing problems confronting missionary workers in the
various fields were discussed by the workers
themselves in the light of their practical, and
varied experiences.
The benefits derived from the Institute by
those partkipating call for its extension to a
larger number of workers and a longer period of time. A furloughed missionary after
spending one term of five weeks in the discussion expressed the conviction that the Institue should be extended to a period of at
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CUNINGGIM

least three months. And another man wrote back quite
enthusiastically that all missionaries sent out by the
Church, men and women, should be required to have a
full year in such training at Scarritt College before going to the mission field. These are illustrations of the
value of the Institute as seen by the furloughed missionaries who participated in it, and indicate the importance of further development in this field of training.
For several years Scarritt College has been co-operating with the Parent-Teachers' Association in conducting
a short school for the consideration of problems of the
family. During the fall quarter of 1936-37 an advance
was made by adding a Parent Education Forum. The
project was under the leadership of Dr. D. M. Maynard
of the Department of Religious Education with the cooperation of Prof. D. M. Mann, Professor of Sociology,
and other social and educational specialists from the
neighboring institutions and the community. From week
to week the problems of home training that were selected
by those attending the Forum as most important were
discu~sed and an honest effort made to assist parents
and teachers in meeting their most urgent needs.
Thus Scarritt College is making a small beginning in a
most important field of service, that of parent education

,
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A grollp 01 stlldellts, 1935-36
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and home trammg. For years we have had
a deep conviction of the urgent importance
of education and religion joining their efforts to make the home educationally and religiously effective for character development.
Great effort has been made to develop our
schools, colleges, churches, and other institutions in their respective programs, but very
little has been done to protect and develop the
life and program of the family. Indeed,
even these several institutions have been inclined to think of the home in terms of its
co-operation with them, rather than as the
fundamental and most important institution
of society which they should unitedly serve.
Thus, while other institutions and agencies
have been wonderfully strengthened, the home
because of many influences has been deteriorating and disintegrating. It is
high time that the family should
be recognized as our supreme educational agency for character development and that parents
should be adequately trained for
their great educational task. Particularly important is it that our
churches and colleges should give
to young men and women high
ideals of the family and prepare
. them in character and training
for the responsibility of parenthood. Certainly Scarritt College
committed to the education of
young men and women for Christian service must not neglect the
supreme importance of the home.
Along with the preparation of
teachers, social workers, both
urban and rural, directors of reMr. Pai of Korea, a student
ligious education, missionaries at
at Scarritt College, 1936-.?7

A group of home workers spelldillg their furlollgh year
.
at Scarritt College, 1936-37
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A group of foreign missiOlwries on
furlough at Scarritt College, 1936·37

home, and abroad, and varIOUS
other types of workers, Scarritt
College should give adequate attention to parent education and
Christian home making.
While a beginning has been
made, it is only a beginning.
Other steps must be taken. The
courses of study offered at Vanderbilt University and Peabody
College that are suitable for parent education should be selected
and used along with the courses
at Scarritt College to develop a
suitable curriculum for those
wishing to specialize in parent
education. Additional courses of
a special type essential to such a
curriculum, but now available, should be provided by a high-grade specialist in this
field.
The importance of such training must be
sold to choice young people of the Church
so as to provide adequate and capable leadership in this field. Plans must be developed
whereby the benefits of such training may b~
available not only for those who can study at
Scarritt, but for groups and individuals
throughout the Church. An urgent need
and an inviting opportunity!
No less significant is the forward step taken
in the field of rural life and work. There
has been a growing conviction that the
Christian church must give more intelligent
attention to rural peoples and .conditions.
This has been the insistent request of the
missionary workers (Col1til1ued 011 page 31)
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F orty Years a Cook
By LULA B. ROGERS

T

HE Julius Rosenwald Fund offered $1,tWO in awards for no.
table true stories of individual
Negroes in tbe economic field-that
is, for bistories of tbeir efforts to make
a living. The occupations included
were agriculture, industry, business,
personal service, and the professions.
The Committee all Interracial Cooperation promoted the project and
\Yf ORLD OUTLOOK has permission to
print two on personal service. The
story written by Lulu B. Rogers received an award of fifty dollars and
the one by Josephine Britt all page 17
received tWl?11ty-five dollars. The)' are
printed without change.-ED.

honest living and adopted Washington's philosophy of "putting
" I
dignity into common labor."
I
II
In Chattanooga I succeeded in
!
getting work -y,rith a very prominent family; but being a small
town girl with no experience in the
"frills" of cooking, I soon found
that the task was too much for me
and was obliged to give it up.
However, I kept on "jobbing
around" until I learned to be a
real good cook. Finally, forty
years ago, I secured work with the
family that I am still with. They
I, Lula Rogers, was born of expaid me a very good wage, and I
slave parents in Rome, Georgia,
began to think that from now on
about the year seventy-four. My
all would be smooth sailing for
mother was born in Bedford Counme; but in the meantime my
Ltlla Rogers, Chattanooga, Tennessee
ty, Virginia, but the birthplace of
mother had begun to get feeble, so
my father is unknown to me.
the responsibility of taking care of
When I was just a tiny tot my father died, leaving my her fell wholly on me. Besides this, I was often called
mother with ten small children to rear. I was the upon to help a sister who lived here and whose ever inyoungest of the group. Although my mother worked creasing family was more than she and her husband
very hard as a cook, her earnings were so meager that at could care for. I was blessed with good health; so I
times she could hardly keep the wolf from our door; worked hard, took care of my mother until she died,
out of a wage of about two dollars a week she had to pay and gave as much aid as possible to the sister and her
house rent and buy food and clothing for us all.
eight children until the latter grew up.
As soon as I was big enough I was hired out for my
Fortunately for me the family that I live with is of
board and keep. As I grew larger I worked for a dollar the old school of Christianity and maintains the highest
and a half a month, which I gave to my mother to help ideals of home, church, and community life. My enin her struggle to live.
vironment with them has been of the best, and I feel
Under such circumstances there was little time left that through absorption I have gained much. I have
for schooling, but early in life I was athirst for knowl- also improved my mind by constant reading. I am
edge and realized the value of an education; therefore I thrown by myself quite a bit, but I never get lonesome,
began looking around in search of a job that would as I have learned the solace and pleasure of the Bible
afford opportunity to work and go to school. As luck and good books. Somewhere in my reading I ran across
would have it" I found such and was accepted on condi- a little poem which goes like this: "When we sit down
tion that I cook and clean up before school, come back at set of sun, to count the things that we have done,
and cook dinner. I willingly accepted; I would get up and counting find one self-denying act, one word that
early and do my work and then walk about five miles to eased the heart of him who heard, one glance most kind
school. Thus I succeeded in getting as far as the fifth that fell like sunshine where it went, then we may count
that day well spent."
grade.
This beautiful poem, together with the saying of
From this period on I worked at odd jobs, cooking
and washing and ironing. Finally I decided to leave Christ, "Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the
Rome and come to Chattanooga, hoping to better my least of these, ye have done it unto me," has inspired
condition by getting employment that would pay me me to a life purpose of trying each day by some word
or deed to be of service to my fellow-man; and although
more.
My mother was a devout Christian and instilled in me my means have been meager, I have managed to save
early in life the principles of Christianity; also the something and to share. Some of the deeds that I have
thought that all work was honorable-that anything gotten the greatest joy from, some of the lives that I
worth doing at all was worth doing well. Having been have touched in a tangible way are as follows:
A few years ago a minister and his family moved
thus taught, I came to Chattanooga with the idea that I
would accept any kind of work that would afford an from the city and left in a (Continued on page 33)
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The Maid Speaks
By JOSEPHINE BRITT

AS always the
.fl... coldly, it

wind is blowing
Then, too, I'm supposed to be
has blown just
honest, truthful, and well-reared
that way on everything
by Christian people, even though a
I have ever attempted to do; as altrifle eccentric. Incidentally, peoways I try again, hoping that, at
ple seem to like servants who are
least, this last time will not be a
"different"; they think it a reflecfailure.
tion or setting for their own per"Me?" I'm just an ordinary
sonalities, and their ego is greatly
servant, who once had the ambiflattered. This is shown in the
tion to want an education. I
pleasure with which they tell of
managed to get three semesters of
servants' reactions, affection, loycollege work completed when lack
alty, and industriousness.
of funds made it impossible for me
While speaking of qualifications,
to continue.
I must mention adaptability as an
Although one is expected to be
essential, for no two households
efficient and experienced as a
are alike. I find myself best able
servant, not one employer in thouto work where trusted to do my
sands, least of all one in the small
work thoroughly and well withtown where I live, would imagine
out being watched; no maid could
J osephi"e Britt, who at the time of
writing lived in the Middle West
a girl attending a maid's training
possibly enjoy, or do, her work as
school. One picks up, here and
well, when followed about the
there, whatever knowledge possible and becomes ex- house by her employer. A former employer accomperienced or not, according to one's ability to absorb panied me to clean the bathroom, sitting or standing in
the room or hall.
from the things about them.
Nine years ago, when fourteen years of age, I began
Wherever convenient, I have always lived at home,
«working out" by the week. Every job that I have held but when not in my home town, I found it necessary to
"room and board." I have made it a point never to
has been secured by "word of mouth."
My first job came when an acquaintance stopped me consider places with servants' quarters in the basement,
on the street and asked me if I would work for her dur- because they are usually cement floored and unpartiing the holidays. The work was to be washing dishes, .tioned, besides being used as the laundry, and from that
care of the house, and preparation of vegetables for or natural causes are found to be damp. This damp
cooking. The lady, herself, would do the cooking. after perspiring over a hot cook stove may in time bring
While hired for two weeks with a wage of three dollars about a susceptibility to tuberculosis.
per week, I remained three years. During the summer
One particular comment I should like to make on
months while these people were at their camp, I worked living conditions is that in only one instance did the
for various other families, coming in contact with a house have a private bath and stair for the maid. Adegreat many different ways of management. My services . quate and convenient bathing facilities mean cleaner
in the former place definitely ended when they felt they and more cheerful servants.
.could no longer pay my wage. This woman, to my
Sinks of the proper height are very seldom encounknowledge, has had no regular help since I left except tered, so seldom it was a distinct pleasure to work where
that of a white schoolgirl who worked for board and I was so fortunate as to be able to stand without bendroom only. (Plus, I learned later, what she could ing. The sinks are usually from one foot to eighteen
inches too low, forcing the maid to stand in a cramped
steal. )
Why would anyone wish to hire me? Because even and unnatural position. Round shoulders and poor
when without experience I had the apparent qualities de- posture result.
sirable in a maid, such as being slender, neat, and clean.
Time-saving devices, such as electric mixers and manToday's maid is expected to have clean and well- gels, are few, but everyone for whom I've worked has
groomed hair and hands also. It is surprising the num- 'had a vacuum in some stage of repair. I have never
ber of women who, before engaging you, ask personal done any laundry work other than "sponging out" and
questions concerning how often you take a bath, or pressing of lingerie and occasionally ironing the "best"
whether you "have tried" a certain brand of deodorant! napkins or pressing a dress. Laundry work is too heavy
(Pardon me, but I do feel like recommending one myself and the wages too small to pay a girl for such work.
at times to them!) Uniforms were supplied in two
All of the people for whom I have worked seemed to
homes.
realize that a servant must (Continued on page 33).
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Sunny Acres
By
Deaconess Hyda Heard

S
The home at SIIII/IY Acres, Lewisville, North Carolina,
an attractive, comm odious building

Springtime at Swwy Acres

Summer house at Sunny Acres
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The cabill at Sunny Acres
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UNNY ACRES is what its name suggests and more.
To lovers of nature it is a beauty spot located at
Lewisville, North Carolina, twelve miles from
Winston-Salem.
'
Here one may enjoy glorious sunrises and sunsets.
The woods are filled with birds and wild flowers, and
winding shady paths lead into a lovely park or picnic
ground with summer houses, tables, benches, and a pit
for cooking. This park is open to all groups who are
willing to enter into the spirit of the place.
The home is an attractive, commodious building, surrounded by shrubbery, flowers, and green stretches. It
has a living-room, dining-room, and dormitory space to
accommodate from twenty-five to thirty people. It also
has four bedrooms and several sun porches and terraces.
It is well equipped with modern conveniences. On the
farm there is a six-room cottage, a garage in which is a
small apartment, and a log cabin used by the Boy Scouts
and picnic groups.
The work being done at Sunny Acres, like most work
in behalf of others, started with the dream of an individual. Its beginning was a deep love for children resulting in a desire to help develop and enriCh the life of
childhood. For this purpose a farm was bought in the
spring of 1930. The cabin was renovated and used for
children the two following summers. These were happy
days and proved to be the beginning of an established
work.
In 1932 the present building was erected to be used
as a Fresh Air Home for Children during the summer
months. Since then each summer with one exception
when infantile paralysis was prevalent, several groups of
children have been sent to Sunny Acres by the Associated
Charities and the Methodist Church of Winston-Salem
for a two weeks' vacation. Knowing the great asset to
life of a strong, healthy body, there has been a constant
hope that the sunshine, sweet fresh air, wholesome food,
and interested, watchful care of little bodies would help
to bring renewed vigor and strength to them. Also,
that through the close touch with nature, together with
planned programs of entertainment and instruction,
little lives would be stimulated and enriched and brought
to understand the love of our Father. Feeling that a
Christian home would help bring this to pass, Sunny
Acres was built and dedicated to Him, trusting it would
prove a blessing to many.
The buildings and equipment, together with the lovely
surroundings, attracted groups of young people and
adults. So gradually Sunny Acres grew into a Retreat
House as well as a Children's Home. Here groups, prin-

L

W.O.R.L.D• •O.U.T.L.O.O.K. . .

11 Dream Coming True
cipally from churches, but also from other organizations
with constructive programs for enrichment of life, came
apart from the noise, the rush and strain of a city or
industrial center, into the quietness of the open spaces
and into a vital touch with nature. Here, undisturbed
by the stir of the world, it was possible for them to
feel, in a very real way, the presence of God. And
under such conditions more easily and efficiently to plan
programs of work and enjoy wholesome, sweet fellowship.
In order to serve in this way during the whole year,
and to enlarge the program, the owner offered the use
of Sunny Acres to the \Voman's Missionary Council of
the Methodist Episcopal Church, South. They accepted the offer, and for two years have had Council
workers living at the farm to carryon the work, to
study conditions, and to enlarge upon the program when
possible and advisable. Being in a rural section, naturally the workers have affiliated themselves with the
churches of the circuit and with local interests.
Dramatics is always interesting to young people, so
last year a community Drama Group was organized.
The young people have shown a good community spirit
and have furnished entertainment a number of times.
At Thanksgiving they planned a community Thanksgiving service and play which proved helpful and enjoyable.
Christmas was an interesting time at Sunny Acres,
particularly so because we had six guests for the week,
five children and one little mother. The mother of two
of the children has been in a hospital for six years, and
the mother of the other three was not well; neither
were the children. On Christmas Eve there were nineteen stockings hanging around the large fireplace in the
living-room, including those of the guests, our family
caring for the farm, the help in the home and our own.
Of course, letters to Santa had been written days before.
When all sleepy children had been tucked away, true to
tradition, Santa came, providing most generously for
the little ones of the group. Though their requests had
not been small, they were granted. So Christmas morning the living-room looked like a toy shop. There was
a large Christmas tree bringing the real Christmas message to us. At the end of the week the children returned to their homes and to school, and I believe we all
felt a little better satisfied because we had tried to make
Christmas happier for a few who would have had much
less at home.
The last week in February of this year was a very
interesting one at Sunny Acres, because at this time
we had our first Opportunity School. Assisted by
a group of able instructors from Winston, including
the county agencies, the high school faculty, business
firms, and the ministry, the week proved to be an enjoyable and profitable one. On account of unavoidable circumstances the period (Contiuued on jJage 30)
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The Church and the Social Order
By JOHN W. SHACKFORD

T

HE social ideal of the Kingdom of God and the
ideal of Christlike persons are joined together in
Christ, and by their very nature are inseparable.
A purely individualistic religion becomes an unethical
religion. Any religion that is concerned with human
progress and with the development of human personality must include both the social environment, with its
encircling forces forever playing upon the life and development of the individual, and the individual, in
whose mind and heart are initiated the creative and redemptive processes, which change the individual's whole
life.
It is this twofold change which it is the mission of
the church to strive for. And herein the change in the
social order which the church seeks differs from the
change sought by other agencies and systems. This
twofold change which Christianity insists upon is· the
most radical of all the forms of social change that have
been proposed. This is so because the Christian religion
goes to the roots of life in the heart, and remakes the
central motives and ideals, and then seeks to find a consistent expression of these in that whole round of human
living, which is the life in society.
The church thus stands for change far more radical
than personal adjustment to, or within, the existing
order. Doubtless there are many persons within the
church whose philosophy of life does not rise very far
above that of a comfortable adjustment to the "accepted
order." There are, likewise, current theories of education that lay their primary emphasis upon adjustment to
the order that is. But this is not Christianity. There
are, indeed, resources in the religion of Christ which
enable us to live in the world that is, even though for
the time we cannot change the world. But the enabling
power is to make it possible to live in the midst of an
evil society and not be of it. By so doing it is possible
for Christians to protest against the world order that is
and prepare the patterns and moral forces for changing
that order.
The church must seek to change every order that
makes for evil in the lives of people. It may have to do
this through slow processes that extend over generations.
Or, when the time is ripe, the church may move rapidly
in the achievement of its social objectives. But the
church must never lose sight of those objectives.
The church is ill prepared to face the hostile forces of
this time unless she fully recognizes the necessity of social
and economic as well as of individual salvation. She
cannot, for instance, answer the Communists and other
economic determinists unless she gives full recognition to
the fact that the economic conditions and the whole system, under which men, women, and children exist and
seek their daily bread, do have far-reaching effects upon
the character and development of persons that compose
20
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society. Changes in this environment will be reflected in
changes in those who live in the environment. The
church can neglect this fact only at her own peril.
Only by active and unremitting espousal of social justice can she answer the charge that in the presence of
social injustice religion acts as an "opiate."
But the church is also the bearer of another truth
which it must never surrender-one which the economic determinist has largely lost sight of. That is,
that human beings respond also to influences that are not
of economic origin, and whose mainspring is not concern for material things. Individual men and women
may not only themselves be changed by these influences,
human and divine; they may become also the new social
force in refashioning the whole social pattern. AI!d
this refashioning may ultimately go much further than
the economic system. Society may indeed become something more than an organized system for the production of things. It may become the embodiment of spiritual ideals.
The transformation of the uses of the material and
the triumph of the spiritual forces in the inner life must
go forward together. The power of the victorious life
in the midst of unavoidable adversity is one thing. But
acquiescence in wrong that can be righted and that affects the lives of many is quite another thing. Nevertheless, it must be insisted that interest in the material
order, of itself, will never supply all that is needed to
stabilize even the material foundations. Man cannot
live without his daily bread. Neither can he live by
bread alone.
.
The interest that is needed is an interest in the new
man-the man that is to be created in Christ Jesus. It
is a primary concern for persons and for their selfrealization. This is to experience the love of Christ
and to share in the divine purpose. This is the Christian motive for change, change that is to be wrought in
man himself. Interest in changing the social order must
become an interest in the contribution which that change
will make to the life of the spirit, to the new man that is
to be. This vision of the new man in Christ Jesus
will become the inspiration and moving consideration in
bringing about changes in the underlying forms of economic and social life and in the effort to use the new
material advantages for the enfranchisement and elevation of the human spirit. All must be dedicated to the
kingdom of the spirit, which is the Kingdom of God,
both personally and socially realized.
The Christian program of change and its sources of
power may be contrasted with that of humanistic and
materialistic systems in two particulars.
First, as to the point of primary emphasis and of supreme value. Christianity places this in the individual.
It insists upon the value of persons as ultimate, and holds
WORLD
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to the position that spiritual life takes its rise in the deep
places of the individual soul. In contrast to this, theories of economic determinism assume that the development of the individual is to be realized through change
in the economic order and the natural adjustments
thereto. The emphasis is upon man as the creature rather
than as the creator of the social order. But while man is
both creative and creator of his economic environment,
Christianity reverses the emphasis. It sees the fountain
of life in the heart, and seeks to cleanse the stream by
first cleansing the source.
Christianity is thus something far more than a religion for a changed, or for a changing order. It is a
religion for changing the order of the world. Adjustment of life and its environment is, indeed, the universal law of life. But the applicatioh. of this law differs
in the case of man from that of the lower forms of life
in that man has the power to adjust his environment to
meet his needs. Here man becomes a creator. It is, indeed, in the light of his changed spirit and his apprehension of his higher needs and his unrealized potentialities that man undertakes to make his environment,
both physical and social, contributory to his more complete life. It is the mission of the church to awaken in
man the sense of his higher destiny and strive for the
remaking of man himself both in his inner life and in
the outward expressions of that life in human relations.
It is to change men into the Christlike, and society into
the Kingdom of God.
The second contrast is in regard to the source of
power. In Christianity the source is from above, whereas communism, insofar as it is consistent, ':. has only the
dynamic of a materialistic philosophy or, at most, in
common with all other forms of humanism, it has only
this hope, that man may lift himself by lifting the boots
in which he stands. It has no pull from above. No
frame of the eternal through which to view and evaluate the temporal. No standard of a creative, spiritual
ideal by which to judge the imperfect and the incomplete. No sure ground of faith upon which it may
stand and strive forward to the realization of that humanity and that social life which is as yet not actual
but,nevertheless is envisioned by faith.
The church of Christ has the mission of inspiring this
faith and of ever projecting the ideal of this new man
and this new society upon the screen of human consciousness. It has the function of interpreting new
knowledge and new resources in terms of their significance for this emerging man and society, and of bringing under condemnation every use of material power
that tends to thwart this new creation.
The new resources, both of knowledge and of power,
and the ever growing dependence of the individual upon
the increasingly complex social environment combine
to make the social order a vast power, either for good or
for evil. The church in Christ is aware of the sin in
the human heart along with the good. She knows that
• It must be said that those who have observed the Russian experiment
tell us that the Russian people seem to have faith in some underlying order
"that works with them for socinl justice. It would seem that this is another
illustration of the fact that religion tends to emerge in any human struggle
in behalf of an ideal.
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the intricate patterns of life are mingled with both good
and evil. But there is danger that evil shall become
dominant. If good is to prevail, new power for good
must be generated. And nothing less dynamic than
faith in eternal righteousness and love can go to the
sources of action and make righteousness and good will
to prevail. The church believes that no other motive
will permanently work for such a social order as shall
make for the higher spiritual development of men.
She knows that no spirit that is of the earth earthy may
be counted upon permanently to use improved material advantage for the higher ends of the spirit. The
sinful heart moves in a vicious circle through the social
order back to the individual members of society. The
pull of the eternal goodness is needed if men are to be
delivered from this circle and from the thraldom of
themselves and the low levels on which every purely
materialistic view of life must leave them.
The social order, whereinsoever it tends to hurt or to
destroy, must be changed. The vicious circle must be
broken. That is, society must be made to build up the
higher life rather than tear it down. It must be made
to reinforce the good, not neutralize the good. Society in
the large may be slow in reflecting the ideals and spirit
of the Kingdom of God. But too much progress to this
end has been made in many communities and among
many peoples for the church to become discouraged or
to surrender its mission to create a better social order.
The new creation for which the church must ever
strive includes the individual and society in one interrelated progressive process. To stop with the effort to
save the individual, while no steady pressure is brought
to bear for the remaking of the whole of society, is to
take the easy course of compromise at the very point at
which the power of religion is subjected to its supreme
test. That is, at the point of enabling men to work out
their relations with each other as children of God. It is
time we ceased to think of religion in isolation as representative of the "Old Gospel." Rather is that kind
of religion a compromise at the very point at which the
prophets and Jesus refused to compromise, and so paid
the price of their fidelity. This compromise is to accept
the organized evils of society as irremediable. If these
are not faced and brought to judgment they will, in the
end, neutralize the results of all the efforts that are
made to create Christlike persons in a vacuum.
In this purely individualistic interpretation of Christianity we are dealing with a form of Christianity that
is not likely to carry anybody to the cross. N either will
it ever be effective in saving men in the whole round of
their lives. It represents a half-truth, and has all the
weaknesses of a half-truth. It fails to deal with the
whole man. And when religion refuses to face and to
deal with the evils of a social situation it turns in on itself and loses its life. When one satisfies one's self with
a comfortable piety that does not disturb the "accepted"
order, this comes perilously near to being a rationalization of the present social wrongs for the purposes of
self-protection and the protection of one's class.
The Christian ideal, both for (Continued on page 34)
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The Sarah Gagne Oak
Tells Her Story
By ELLA K. HOOPER
Tbe Sarah Gagne Oak 'lIJhich stands
in tbe 'yard of MacDonell Scbool
and Settlement at Houma, Louisiana, tells below the tbings sIx bas
observed, thus giving an insight into
tbe wor/? being carried on in tbe
Arcadian section of Louisiana by
tbe gifts of the Woman's Missionar)1
Society

ill aki7lg A cadiall rllgs at il!acDolleU School

the center of her garden, she
planted an acorn which grew into
a great tree that still stands near
me and often nods in eager greeting when the Gulf breezes blow.
There was a hammock on the wide
porch and benches and swings were
A 71 A eadiU/1 cottage of today,
H alima, LOllisia7la
under my branches in the yard.
It was a friendly home. Visitors
came from miles around to spend
the day, or a week. Always there
were children playing on the grass
at my feet, and it made me very
Left: The Samh Gaglle Oak
wlzieh stU/Ids on the eamplls
happy to give them shelter and to
of the 111aeDollell School,
hear their eager prattle. Little
H 07lma, LOllisialla
Sophie, the most venturesome child,
was my favorite. When she was
AM a tree. I stand on MacDonell School campus seven or eight she would climb into my branches, stand
and can see ove); the tops of all the great white erect on her little bare feet, and walk out on the great
buildings. There are other trees near, live oaks, almost horizontal bough, extending westward. The
tall magnolias with fragrant white blossoms, cedars, hazard, called to the attention of the mother by the
camphor trees, and moss-draped pecans. We have a happy time together. I am the leader, being the oldest and
largest, besides being a member of the Live Oak Society.
To be a member of this exclusive society one must have
lived at least a hundred years.
I have an inquiring and curious disposition and take a
great interest· in the human beings around me. I was
happy, therefore, when, in 1853, a young man and his
bride of a few months bought the little house that I
sheltered and moved in. Soon there were children, and
what a happy family it was!
Sarah Gagne, the young wife for whom I was later
named, loved flowers and had a beautiful garden just
west of her home. In the midst of a brick-bordered bed,
Wash day at MaeDa/leU School
In

I
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awed, but admiring children, was met with the calm
Christian confidence characteristic of her. She would
reply, "The Lord will take care of her."
The years passed swiftly. A pageant of joys and sorrows unrolled in my presence. A little graveyard began
to grow in the midst of the flower garden. The people
would follow a long box, sometimes large and heavy and
sometimes very small and light, and they would weep
and seem so sad. I longed to speak words of comfort,
and they often sought solace and rest beneath my boughs.
Sometimes a girl and boy would sit on a bench in the
. moonlight and talk earnestly, and, after a time, they
would go off together and return only occasionally to
visit.
Then Sophia, grown to be a woman and with children
of her own, became ill. One day she fell at the door,
was put into a long box and placed beneath the soil.
After this there was talk of selling the home and moving away. That made me very sad. What might the
future hold? Would new owners cherish the old house,
and the trees? \'{Tould they continue the traditions of
hospitality and Christian love?
It all seemed so different when the new folks came.
They spoke a strange language, though I had heard it
often before. I tried to be friendly and welcoming, but
they didn't pay much attention to me. They often
seemed worried and frightened, but were quite gay and
happy at other times. One bright moonlight night I
was suddenly awakened from my peaceful slumbers by
a great excitement in the household. I roused myself
and spread out my sleepy limbs as far as possible to see
what was going on. The entire family was frantically
pacing the floor, and all were trying to say something
at the same time. I finally understood that the midnight disturbance had been created by the appearance
of a ghost who was known to have inhabited and haunted
the house since the original owners left. This weird
host was supposed to be the spirit of the young woman
who had started her home here so long ago, who loved
the place, and whose earthly remains rested in the little
cemetery hard by. The new family, descendants of
the Acadians, had been disturbed before and talked of
moving out. But that night was the climax when the
ghost seemed to glide down the stairway, pause at the
foot of the bed, and say, "I want my h0use." The result was a frantic call to plantation wagons, hasty packing, and a departure-bag and baggage-before daylight. To this day, nearly a fifth of a century later,
former children of MacDonell School bring their children back to show them the long ghost marks on the door
pane which is the only reminder of that strange story.
After this exciting night the place was deserted.
Grass and weeds grew more and more wild and spoiled
the appearance of the once beautiful grounds. The
house seemed to shrink and the trees to dwarf in the
wild tangle. I felt lonely and sad and knew that if this
condition continued even I wouldn't remain visible for
long. Then one day I heard voices and, peeping over the
grass and weeds for a better view, began to tremble for
joy. \'{That did I see! Two (Con#mted on prrge 32)
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Everybody wOI·ks at MacDollell School

GllIIn/illg at MacDollell School

These girls are prolid of the dresses they have made
at MacDotlell School

A frielldly CliP of coffee itl atl Acadiatl home
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Let Me Tell You a Good Story
T he story this month is told by Miss Ada Klein. Miss Klein
is a member of Francis Asbm'y Chm'ch in Washington, and
her story is of two Chinese girls at school in this country, one
of these girls, studying medicine in Johns Hopkins University, 'was converted to Christianity th1'Ough American
Christian- testhnony. Miss Klein had hoped to seC1t1'e a
picture of the Johns Hopkins girl, but 'was unable to do so

RS. JOHN had a
daughter,
Mary,
attending college,
where she became acquainted with a Chinese
girl named Meling. She
was very frail and wanted
to live in a home where
she would have the Christian atmosphere instead of
a boarding house. Mary
urged her mother to board
her in their home.
M e/ing Ying, the first
Mrs. John's sister Jean
Chinese girl spokell of ill
the story
was horrified when she
heard of it. Although she,
too, was a Christian, she
remarked, "Do not ever bring her to my home, for I
will not receive a Chinese in my home."
Meling, the Chinese girl, proved a real blessing in the
John household. We all learned to love her. As our
rooms connected, we would have our Scripture lesson
together every evening. One evening she remarked:
"At home Mother· was very particular about all of us
studying our Scripture lesson. That was more necessary than breakfast. But, you see, here in America
everything is in such a: rush and hurry that: often we
neglect the Scripture."
Meling remained with us a year, and then married,
returning to China.
Jean was a member of a Bible class. Last fall a Chinese woman who was a student at Johns Hopkins University came into· the class. She attended regularly,
and Jean with all the class learned to love her. She
was not a Christian, and the teacher, Mrs. Black, tried
to show her the way to God. But Julia would answer:
"I do not understand. I cannot see things your way."
So Mrs. Black asked the class to unite with her in
prayer that: God would reveal himself to Julia. And he
did.
On Holy Thursday, Julia came to see Mrs. Black and
said to her: "I have had a dream. I thought I was walking along a dark and lonely road. I was afraid, for there
were wild animals on either side glaring at me. I hurried along, and then I saw a light ahead. As I drew
nearer I saw Jesus standing with outstretched arms.
When I saw that face, somehow all doubts disappeared,

M
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and I fell at his feet and
gave my all to him. Now
I want to know what to
do to become a Christian."
Mrs. Black took her to
c h u r c h that evening,
where she took communion for the first time, and
consecrated herself to the
cause of Christ.
The minister asked if
she wished to Jom the
church.
She said she
Mrs. John, Miss Klein's
sister, who took illto her
would like to do so, but
home a lovely Chillese
she would finish her sevenChristiall girl
year course at Hopkins
this summer and would
return to China, not only to practice medicine but to
tell her people what a wonderful Savior she had found
here in America. The class went with her to the altar on
Easter morning to see her baptized and to see her join
the church. They said it was a most thrilling sight to
see her face illumined as she answered the questions.
Jean's vision was broadened as she realized that Christ
is no respecter of persons, but came to save the Chinese
just as truly as he came to save Americans.
We are sure that Julia will be a power for Christ, for
he revealed himself to her in such a wonderful way.
And as she goes back to her country, so well trained in
medicine to heal sick bodies, she can also take Christ
with her to heal sin-sick souls.

The August Cover Page
"Sailboats at Sunset" was designed by Shotei (Horoaki). Shotei was born in 1879. His first interest in
painting was manifested so early that he began his study
when only nine years of age. Up to the time of the
great earthquake in 1921 he had produced nine hundred notable paintings of landscapes. Since 1921 the
signature appearing on his paintings has been Horoaki.
The picture from which this cover was made came
from the Shima Art Company, Inc. This company
imports the most beautiful Japanese pictures, including
old Japanese color prints. If you are interested, address
Hango Sumii, Manager, Shima Art Company, 16 \Vest
Fifty-seventh Street, New York City.
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The Missionary Society
The September Program
MissionarJ' Topic: Christian Missions and the Social
Leav~n. (See leaflet.)
Worsbip and Meditation: (See Yearbook and below.)
Scripture: I Cor. 1: 1-18.

The Earliest Missionary Letters
The Epistles in the New Testament are not literary
letters such as a correspondent might write in a newspaper to an imaginary person or assembly. "Letters
from Nowhere," for example, or a Letter to an Elector.
They are real letters in which the writers answer real
questions and deal with actual problems. They are, in
the nature of things, letters written for the most part to
young churches. As we talk today of the young
churches in Asia or Africa, so the apostles might have
talked of the young churches in Europe-Philippi,
Thessalonica, Corinth, Rome. And these old letters are
such as a missionary might send today to a church in
China or India or Africa. They are great in their value
for the Christian church because they are not theoretical
in their character but deal with practical affairs. In
them we see the Christian gospel applied to the everyday life and affairs of certain individual Christians and
Christian churches; and from this application we can
learn the principles which we have to apply to each case
as it comes.
They are missionary letters. There are no better
letter writers than the missionaries of today. If anyone doubts that, he has only to read God's Candleligbts, by Miss Mabel Shaw; this book is in the form of
letters from Central Africa, but it gives in book form
the very material which the author's friends have known
and prized for years in her letters. But if we wish to
find a parallel to the Letters of the N ew Testament, we
should think of a missionary home on furlough, and
consulted by his Chinese or Indian 0r African friends,
whom he has left for a time. In those letters he answers questions; tries to solve difficulties which have
arisen between members; deals with matters of discipline; he rebukes, exhorts, praises, and always he leads
the new community into the very center of their new
life, to Christ, their Redeemer. He does for his people
what St. Paul and St. John and others did for the new
churches in the first days.
A scholar who himself has been a missionary in South
India, Dr. Sydney Cave, has written an invaluable book
on The Gospel of Paul in which he illustrates the New
Testament from his own intimate knowledge of India.
The problems which emerge in dealing with immature
converts differ little, so he finds, from those with which
St. Paul had to deal.
Here are some of the questions which a modern missionary might have to answer. Why should not a Hindu
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add the name of Jesus to the names of other gods, and
remain a Hindu? What should a Hindu Christian do
when he is invited to a religious festival of his people?
Should he keep his caste distinctions? Should he go to
law against his fellow-members in the church? Should
he marry a Hindu wife?
If we read the letters of St. Paul, we shall find his
answers to what are in essential precisely these questions.
It is true that one question to which St. Paul gives so
much time is not put today. Whether Gentiles were or
were not to be circumcised, initiated, that is to say,
into the Jewish religion, before they became members of
the New Israel, was a vital question. But there is a parallel in India in the problem whether or not caste is to be
retained in the church. To this question precisely the
same principles may be brought which are set forth in
the letter to the Galatians.
.
A living missionary was called during the War to
supervise a boys' school in India in which for reasons
which we can understand the leaders in charge had accepted as unavoidable the distinction between caste and
outcaste boys. They had separate tables at meals. The
new head of the school saw clearly that here was an opportunity for making the gospel better understood.
For one term he left things as they were, but he took his
scholars to the New Testament and showed what St.
Paul meant by the words "there is no longer Jew nor
Greek"; and he told of the difficulty that some of the early Christians had had in eating with Gentiles. Then he
tried to teach them the change that faith in Christ had
made. Barriers of race were done away. But what
about caste? Did not Christ deal with that in the same
way? At the end of term the missionary sent word to
the parents who were Christian that in the following
term there would be one table for all the scholars.
Dinnertime came on the first day. The headmaster
announced that he would dine with the boys that day.
He took his seat with a Brahmin on one side and an out.caste boy on the other. The boys trooped in and sat
down together and the old custom was broken. That
was in South India; in all essentials it was also in Galatia.
The missionary had called on the teaching of St. Paul
in his missionary letters to help him in a present-day
situation. That is always happening.
Many of the letters of the missionary of today are
addressed to churches in the second generation. There
are such letters also in the New Testament; guidance
is given, for example, in I and II Peter to churches in
which the children of the earliest members are grown up
and meeting new problems. Such a church was to b~
found in Laodicea. Twice it appears in the New Testament, and letters of two kinds are addressed to it. A
well-known scholar, Dr. J. H. Moulton, made an excellent point when he showed that the church at Laodicea
in the Revelation was a church a generation before to
which the Epistles to the Colos- (Continued 011 page 32)
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Thy Kingdom Come

"0;

rryhe Kingdom of Heaven Is Like Unto Leaven Which a Woman
Is It Coincidence

W

RITING ?n crime in the Am:rican Issu.e, Ernest
H. Chernngton concludes hIs remarks with a
thought-provoking question.

Shakespeare refers to human beings as "creatures that look
before and after." Thomas Carlyle, commenting on Shakespeare's observation, suggested that being such creatures, it is
"the more surprising that we do not look around a little, and
see what is passing under our very eyes."
If Carlyle's observation was in point when he made it, how
much more is it in point today. Although the man of today
lives longer and faster and observes more than the man of
yesterday did, he probably observes less proportionately of
what there is to observe than the typical man in any period
of history.
Take, for example, the world of crime. How much does
the man of average intelligence today know about what is going on in that realm? If you were to test it out, you would
probably be amazed at the ignorance upon a question which of
necessity has such important relations to the whole realm of
human welfare, as does that of crime.
How many of your friends and acquaintances would know,
for instance, that the criminals operating in the nation today
are such desperate characters that during the years 1934,
1935, and 1936 more than 1,200 such desperadoes had to be
shot down by government officers because they resisted arrest?
How many would even guess that a major felony is committed in the United States today every 20 seconds, and a
murder every 45 minutes; that there are 3,500,000 persons
making up the underworld of crime, and that 800,000 of
these are boys and girls; that according to the present average
there are 200,000 persons now living who before they die will
murder 300,000 persons; and that there is a larger jail population in the nation than at any time since the nation was
created?
J. Edgar Hoover, Director of the Bureau of Investigation
of the U. S. Department of Justice, refers to the last three
years as "the most terrible period of criminal history in the
life of America."
Is it merely a coincidence, or is it a matter of serious significance that the three years referred to happen to be the
same three years in which the United States consumption of
legal beer increased about 700 per cent, that of distilled liquor
1500 per cent, and that of vinous liquors 2500 per cent?

for the same period last year. Reports from cities of 10 000
population and over show an increase of 30 per cent. This is
important in view of the fact that it is often alleged that excess~ve speed on higliw~ys is largely responsible for our appallmg death record. Smce the increase for the nation as a
whole is 26 per cent and the increase for cities of 10 000
population and above is 30 per cent, it becomes appare~t at
once that the highways are not responsible for the increase,
but that the danger spot is in our cities, where traffic conditions call for extraordinary alertness on the part of both
driver and pedestrian.
.... While there are no positive data to prove to what extent liquor is responsible for our deplorable traffic fatality
record, it is apparent, both from general knowledge and from
study of the figures above, that intoxicants play a leading
part in the tragedy. First, note that cities of 10,000 population and above are responsible for an increase 4 per cent
greater than the rate for the country as a whole. It is in the
cities, with their teeming populations and crowded streets,
that impaired judgment and defective muscular co-ordination
are most deadly, both on the part. of automobile drivers and
the pedestrians. Again, note that the death rate is going
down for children and young people. Among this group safety instruction is showing results. Not only are they more
alert, but more social controls are thrown about them. It is
among those of twenty-five years and older that death wreaks
its havoc. This takes in the night club group, the tavern
patrons, and the oldsters who like to "step out" occasionally.
Here is an average increase of 63.5 in traffic deaths.
With prohibition repeal automobile traffic deaths took a
sudden spurt upward. The rate has continued to ascend
every year since, despite extraordinary efforts to counteract it
on the part of local and state police authorities aided by numerous safety groups. Highway construction is safer than
ever before. Only a negligible per cent of the fatal accidents
is traceable to mechanical faults of the machines. The number of traffic fatalities is increasing faster than the rate of
gasoline consumption. . . . • In the reports of safety groups
the usual method is to charge fatal accidents to some such indefinite causes as "Dangerous driving practices," "Driving
on the wrong side of the road," "Running into moving
trains," "Stepping into the path of an oncoming car," and the
like. These are precisely the sort of things that result from
impaired judgment and defective muscular control which
liquor inevitably produces.

The Liquor'Smudge
Intoxicants and Rccidenfs

T

HE juggernaut rolls on," says James A. Crain in
World Call, and gives some appalling figures on
traffic deaths.

Figures released on April 28 by the National Safety Council show that traffic deaths in the United States continue to
mount in spite of all that has been done to stop them. During the first three months of 1937 -approximately 8,500 persons died in traffic accidents of one kind or another. This
is a 26 per cent increase over the same period last year. Only
six states of the 39 reporting showed a decrease in the number
of fatal accidents. Of the 93 cities having a population of
100,000 or more, only 15 reported fewer traffic deaths than
26
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HE Messenger discusses the findings of the recent
meeting of the National Congress of Parents and
Teachers on the matter of liquor.

T

The National Congress of Parents and Teachers at its recent
meeting, with 2,000 delegates present, heard three of its
speakers declare that the menaces of youth today are preeminently: (1) The widespread legalized sale of liquor in restaurants, drug stores, and other establishments; (2) the "social pressure" and "smartness" of drinking; (3) the lack of
scientific education concerning the effects of alcohol and narcotics on the human body.
In commenting on this declaration, the Wi" atcbmal1Examiner says that drunkenness has grown by leaps and bounds
WORLD OUTLOOK
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Thy Will Be Done
Took and Hid in Three Measures of Meal Till It Was All Leavened"
since the repeal of the Eighteenth Amendment and is now
growing faster than ever. In the old days you never saw a
girl or woman of the respectable class intoxicated. Now girls
and women of high social standing are using their larger freedom and running a race with boys and men as to which shall
be the hardest drinkers.
Dr. Roy Smith tells of a prolonged cold spell in Southern
California when smudges were burning furiously throughout
the citrus district, filling all the sky with black smoke in an
effort to save the fruit crop, valued at $100,000,000. As he
drove downtown one morning, he was astonished to find the
streets of the business section of Los Angeles shrouded in
darkness. Although the nearest orange groves were twenty
miles away, a light wind was bringing the smoke into the city
.and spreading gloom everywhere.
Smudges are like sin. It is one of the peculiar characteristics
of both that those most responsible are never the only sufferers. And Dr. Smith says truly that the United States is just
beginning to discover that the liquor traffic sends up a smudge
under which the whole country must suffer. Court costs,
crime costs, highway hazards, increased cost of poor relief,
with all the attendant expenditures directly or indirectly
caused by the liquor business, must be borne by the nondrinkers as well as the drinkers. Especially when the mothers
and sisters in our families become cocktail guzzlers and
habitues of the taprooms and night clubs will smudges fill the
moral atmosphere with black and shroud in deepening darkness generations as yet unborn.

Liquor and lldvertising

I

T pays to advertise," says the Federal Council Bulletin, and in the next breath asks, "But who pays?"
going on to plead for a program of education that will
make people understand.
No thoughtful person can read his daily newspaper or popular magazine without being appalled at the unprecedented
growth of liquor advertising. Editor and publisher estimated
that in the year 1936 brewers and distillers were spending not
less than $25,000,000 on advertising, and added the pertinent
comment that the campaign was "apparently calculated to
make the United States the most disgustingly wet nation on
earth."
The cleverness and seductive quality of the advertising
seem destined to create a generation of more drinkers than we
have ever known before. The situation is described by the
man who said:
"A lot of us are beginning to worry about our girls-and
the kind of mothers they are going to make. They see the
society pages full of swell people giving cocktail parties. They
see a lot of magazine ads that glorify drinking in such a way
that booze seems right as rain, wholesome as fresh air, and
safe as certified milk."
The only way to change this trend is to carryon a steady,
even if less sensational, counter-campaign which will show
alcohol in its true light. As Prof. Haven Emerson, President
of the American Public Health Association, has said, "Lack of
information is largely responsible for the use of alcoholic beverages as if they were safe, necessary, or in any way useful to a
healthy man or woman." It is now a demonstrated fact,
well established by scientific studies, that alcohol is a narcotic
AUGUST 1937

depressant. Yet hosts of people assume it is a stimulant. It
seems to "pep them up" and the liquor advertisements talk
about "the vigor of youth" and announce what kind of
whiskey "clear heads" demand. Unless a program of education can be carried on effectively enough to make people understand the truth, the situation promises to go from bad to
worse.
In such an educational effort, both among their own members and throughout the public at large, the churches have a
glorious opportunity, as yet far from adequately seized, to
serve both the individual and the nation. To show what alcohol is and does is the most potent way of combating what is
rapidly becoming an evil of almost incredible proportions.

New Temperance Film

A

NEW film entitled "The Beneficent Reprobate,"
produced by Burton Holmes Films, Inc., of Chicago, for the Woman's Christian Temperance Union, is
now ready for distribution.
The film is designed especially for education on the alcohol
problem. It presents the facts concerning the effects of alcohol in an arresting way, interspersed with elements of adventure and comedy. The first scene is laid in the musty
laboratory of a medieval alchemist; thence the theme is carried down to the modern commercial uses of alcohol, with a
"parade" of the commodities in whose manufacture alcohol
plays an important part. The menace of alcohol as a beverage
is then portrayed, including a series of tests made at the Northwestern University Medical School.
The film is being distributed by the Y.M.CA. Motion Picture Bureau, 347 Madison Avenue, New York, and 19 South
La Salle Street, Chicago. It is available in both 16 millimeter and 35 millimeter widths and in both silent and sound
versions. Churches, schools, clubs, lodges, community organizations may secure the use of the film free by paying the
cost of transportation. Requests for the loan of the film,
with preferred dates, should be sent to the Y.M.CA. Motion
Picture Bureau at either of the addresses given above.
Churches which do not have motion picture equipment can
secure operator and equipment through the Y.M.CA. Motion
Picture Bureau for from $12 up.

Crimes llgainst Women

I

N Chicago, in Buffalo, in New York," says the Voice
of the Temperance Board, Methodist Episcopal
Church, "in Southern California, and in many parts of
the country, there has been a serious increase in crimes
against women and children:
• . . . Are these outbreaks of degenerate crime due to increased drinking, to the greater exposure of women to violence, to the social disorganization resulting from economic
depression. Probably all of these facts enter into the matter.
Certain it is that government must attack the problem with
determination. Crime can be tremendously reduced by police
activity and judicial efficiency, by restrictions on the drink
trade and constructive social effort. If government cannot do
this for us, it fails, no matter what else it may do. . . . .
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Helen Keller Speaks to Two Thousand
Kwansei-Gakuin Students
(Col1ti111led from page 9)
of the Bible as the source from which
she gained daily spiritual strength. Her
words were interpreted by our own Professor Iwahashi who is also blind. It
was on the invitation of Professor Iwahashi that Miss Keller decided to come
to Japan.
She has spoken to thousands all over
Japan and had profoundly stirred the
Japanese people.
In one public meeting in a certain
large city a stranger arose in the audi-

ence and asked permISSIon to question
Miss Keller. His question was, "\'{That
does Jesus Christ mean to you?" Miss
Keller's immediate reply was, "Jesus
Christ is the harmony and strength of
my life." The audience cheered.
And so she has proved a spiritual
blessing to thousands in this land. No
great preacher could have done half so
much in planting the Christian message
deeply in the hearts of those who have
had the privilege to hear her.

Sunny llcres---11 Dream Corning True
(COil ti11l1cd from page 19)
of preparation was short. However, we . young people, who with open minds are
had twelve full-time students staying in facing life's problems squarely and sinth~ home and about forty for the day.
cerely, and who are seeking avenues of
The spirit of co-operation, interest, and service to humanity. Of course, there
fellowship was splendid. We enjoyed are some younger and less experienced
periods of worship, lectures, discussions, ones in the groups who are just beginhandwork, and recreation.
ning to awaken to the realities of life.
A number of interesting meetings and But they present such wonderful opretreats have been held this year. Our portunities!
conference officers and district secreOur desire and prayer is that Christ's
taries were with us a few days in Janu- Spirit may so permeate the whole place
ary for their executive committee meet- that each and everyone who enters the
ing. Other adult groups have met here, home from the youngest to the oldest
principally from the young people's may be conscious of His abiding presdepartments of our churches. Recent- ence, and that they may find the real
ly a group of Y.W.CA. girls from beauty and warmth of Sunny Acres
Greensboro College was here for the comes not from the glory of the noonday sun, but from the warmth and raweek-end.
After watching the groups carefully diance of the Son of Righteousness
I am convinced we have many splendid whose presence dispels all fear.

11 Second Isaiah in Brazil
(Conti11ucd from page 10)
preaching the gospel. Sometimes he
would preach every night in the week
and several times on Sunday.
He held two great meetings in the
church.
By invitations and other
forms of advertising, he filled the
church to overflowing. One time the
evangelist was one of our own Methodist
pastors,; the other time a Presbyterian
pastor was invited to do the preaching.
The crowds were estimated to have
been about fourteen hundred on some
nights.
Many people were reached
through these meetings.
During the last year one of the members of Central Church bought a loud
speaker for the congregation. Brother
Isaias took advantage of this opportunity to preach the gospel to the passersby in the street. There is a park in
front of the church, and hundreds of
people heard the wonderful story of
salvation and of Jesus and his love be30

cause Sr. Isaias obeyed his Lord's command-"Go ye and preach the gospel
to every creature." His motto was that
of Paul: "For though I preach the gospel, I have nothing to glory of: for
necessity is laid upon me: yea, woe is

unto me, if I preach not t;he gospeL"
(I Cor. 9: 16.)
No less wonderful than his work as
a preacher was his personal work. He
visited his members and those interested
constantly. Often he left his home immediately after a frugal breakfast and
did not return till late afternoon, visiting all day. He had no car. All his
visiting had to be done on street cars
and miles and miles on foot, for this
city is spread out in the valleys and
there are Methodists in ever.y section.
He was the true pastor. He knew his
sheep by name. He, was ready to answer every call, "to weep with those
who weep and rejoice with those who
rejoice."
Besides this, Brother Isaias is a great
leader. He taught his people to be generous and liberal. The first year he
was here he paid off the debt on the
church and consecrated it. He then
began to raise money to buy land and
build chapels in different parts of the
city. Lots were bought in two sections
of the city and almost enough money
He is
raised to build one chapel.
philanthropic. During his pastorate the
church entertained the Annual Conference three times, the young people's assembly twice, and the woman's missionary conference once, besides ministerial
institutes and district conferences.
A great deal of money was spent in
advertising during the two evangelistic
meetings. He is a tither and taught his
church to tithe. The treasurer of the
church told me that Brother Isaias always handed him his tithe when he paid
him his salary. As a result of this fine
leadership all the assessments were raised
and there was a balance in the treasury
of every organization of the church at
the end of his pastorate. .
But I have called him a second Isaiah
because he is fearless. He is ready at
any time to defend what he knows to
be right and attack what he knows to
be wrong. He attacks idolatry in the
Roman Catholic Church, he attacks the
Spiritualists' ideas, but he does it in
such a way as to make men listen to
him. Through such men as he Brazil
will be brought to Christ.

Life Income Gifts for Woman's Work
INVEST in a Life Income Gift with the Woman's Missionary Council; it
PROVIDES the best possible income for the remainder of your life; it
INSURES safety-interest paid semi-annually and no interest payment has
ever been deferred; it
GIVES SATISFACTION in knowing your money will be used for Christian
service throughout the world. For
INFORMATION write Mrs. Ina Davis Fulton, Treasurer, v.:oman's Work,
Board of Missions, Methodist Episcopal Church, South, NashvIlle, Tennessee.
When writing give your age-this is important to you.
LIFE INCOME FOR THE ANNUITANT GIFTS FOR WORLD SERVICE
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11 Cure for Communism
(Co1t/imled from page 11)
the situation. The Church is financially unable to accomplish very much
through its community houses and
similar agencies; it can but point the
way and indicate the remedy. Capital
must join forces with the Church, instead of resenting its entrance into this
field, if any comprehensive program is
put into effect.
Large gifts will be made toward the
endowment of institutions for the working out of social problems just as they
are now made for the scientific study
of the cause and prevention of disease
and for higher education; and to better
purpose, as many now enjoying these
educational privileges are able to pay
for them.
Henry For~ in industry, John Wanamaker in commerce, and others have
pioneered in this field, but these sporadic cases must be generalized until
the gospel of social justice, a fighting
chance, and a living wage be preached
to every creature. The above examples

on a small scale prove that it can be
done on a large scale.
The majority of men recognize that
communism is impractical. Experience
has proven that violence reacts most
powerfully on those who practice it and
that established government, although
imperfect, is preferable to anarchy; but
impelled by the triple fear of hunger,
degradation, and political subjection,
they lose their reason and resort to any
means to bring about a revolution.
Ecomnnic security, steady employment at a living wage; social recogni/iou, not social equality, if you please,
but time and means for the cultivation
of community"thterests, and political independence, or freedom to vote according to conscience and convenience, are
the three fundamental principles of
freedom, and once assured of these by
any form of government, the average
man, whatever his intellectuality or nationality, will refuse to be stampeded
into the folly of communism.

New Educational Projects at Scarritt
College

rural project is the demonstration that
the various church agencies can effectively co-operate in a program that includes all the interests of the local
church. Equally gratifying also is the
success experienced in effecting the cooperation of various community agencies, health officers, social worker-s, home
demonstration and agricultural agents
with church workers, for the best development of community life.
The successful beginning of our program of rural training is a challenge
to a much greater program. Additional
courses are needed to provide an adequate
curriculum of instruction. There is
a need also for the enlargement of the
field work program to cover more centers and types of work. An increase in
scholarship funds would make possible
a much larger number of students for
rural training. Indeed, the Scarritt program of rural training should be so
developed as to have splendid young
men and women devoting a part of their
training period to active Christian service in rural districts throughout the
Church. Such an extra-mural or extension program of rural training would
give new life to the Christian work in
many rural sections while training
workers for rural service around the
world.

(Continued from page 15)
from all the mission fields. It has likewise become more clearly recognized by
the Christian leaders at home that one
of our major problems is the training of
an adequate and effective leadership for
the rural church and community.
For several years Scarritt College has
been keenly aware of the urgent need
and anxious to make a worthy contribution in this field. In co-operation with
the neighboring institutions it has been
seeking to provide opportunities for rural training by offering short courses in
suitable subjects for rural workers.
Meantime the College has been seeking ways by which the program might
be enlarged and more adequate opportunities offered. The result was the inauguration of the Joint Plan for Rural
Co-operation in which the participants
are the Home and Foreign Departments
of the Woman's Section of the Board of
Missions, the Boards of Christian Education and Missions of the Tennessee
Conference, the Conference Missionary
Society, and Scarritt College for Christian Workers. The purpose of this joint
project is to provide suitable training for
rural workers at home and abroad, and
to demonstrate the possibility of the various agencies concerned with rural conditions working co-operatively for the
solution of rural problems.
The Joint Plan for Rural Co-operation has been developed through the
leadership of Miss Mabel K. Howell
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with the active assistance of Miss Sarah
McCracken. They have had the counsel and support of a committee representing the several co-operating agencies, and also that of the presiding elders
of the districts in which the training
work is carried on. The types of work
undertaken have included circuit programs, centering in one church but affecting the several churches on the circuit; a community church and Sunday
school project; interracial service in connection with Negro public schools;
week-day community programs; and
during the summer Vacation Church
Schools and summer camps. The work
has been carried on by eighteen Scarritt
students including young men and
women who are preparing for rural
work at home or abroad.
The results of the rural project during its first year have been most gratifying. The students engaged in the
several types of work have received experiences that constitute an invaluable
part of their training for future service. The churches and communities
served have received definite benefits
from the presence and leadership of the
Scarritt students in their midst. This
is illustrated by a statement of one of
the pastors who rejoiced that the young
people of his country church had shown
a marked improvement since the students from Scarritt had been working
with them. Another result from the
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The Missionary Society

happy faces, and I can tell by the look
of them that they are doing their part
(COl1 Nl1l1ed from jJage 25)
in life.
sinl1s and Ephesians had been written. That also is found among these mlsThere is the especially fine young
It is generally agreed that these letters sionary letters.
man who is running a prospering garage
There are fruitful studies waiting for business in New Orleans. It is always a
were intended for a circuit of churches
of which Laodicea was one. (It would the reader of these letters. They show joy to see him, so clean and fine and
make a useful subject for a Bible study us how the first witnesses thought as capable. There are the girls who are
to read together the Epistle to the Ephe- they moved about their practical-duties. teaching in the public schools of the
sians and the passage at the end of the It is still true that the secret of the state, and one who is a case worker for
third chapter of Revelation.)
Lord will be revealed to those who in the PWA in Houma. I am glad she
In the earlier letter St. Paul addresses his name enter into this human scene, works so near, and I can see her every
the Laodiceans as mature and profound as it is. \Ve find Christ in these old day, for I have always had a special
Christians able to take the best that letters, Christ as he was made known to fondness for this brave little "modern
he has to give. In the second letter the those who for his sake went fearlessly Evangeline" from Point au Chene who
children of these Laodiceans have be- into the troubled world as it lay around came so far to seek, not a lost Gabriel,
come neither hot nor cold, but poor in- them. In seeking to give him to others but a new life in a strange environment.
sipid weaklings. There is not enough they came to know him better for them- One young man is teaching in Georgia, one is a medical student at Southfire to provide steam for the work to selves.
'
EDWARD SHILLITO
and another, preparing for the
western,
which they are called.
A Bible study, Tlte Way of tlte Witllesses, by
In Laodicea all the perils of the sec- Edward Shilito, is recommended by the Woman's ministry, is completing his college work
Missionary Council for use in auxiliary classes.
on d generation can be seen. They need- Price, 50 cents. Order from Methodist Pub· at Centenary. One particularly wilful
cd a stern reminder of their true calling. lishing
House, 810 Broadway, Nashville, Ten·
girl in whom I was especially interested
nessee.
often returns to visit the school with
her preacher husband whom she met on
the campus. She has two darling children
and seems so happy and interested
The Sarah Gagne Oak Tells Her Story
in her work. But I couldn't tell about
(Continued from page 23)
them all. They make me very happy
when
they come home to visit.
ladies and some little girls moving about Acadian family was living in it, and I
apparently preparing to move in! had to laugh when I saw the Wesley
Nearly every year there is a big exI
\Vere little children once more to tram- House ladies sitting on the little porch citement about Commencement.
but
could
never
quite
understand
it,
pIe the grass and give me a space to drinking coffee with their neighbors and
breathe? Could anything be more won- taking a ride at the same time. Men this year I had a chance to see it.
derful? I listened with all my being. began to haul gravel, trucks were busy Keener Hall, the newest building,
Strange plans were in the air. There bringing in lumber, and there was again stands in full view of my place, and
was talk of a school, of a Wesley House, much talk and excitement. What could its stately porch was used as the stage.
of many boys and girls, house parties, it mean? My curiosity was getting the What a beautiful sight met my wonswings, seesaws! Oh, so many new best of me. I was hardly noticed. dering gaze! Four lovely girls in simand exciting plans!
Then one day the little girls came back ple white dresses which they themselves
The grass and weeds were cut, trash to their favorite play spot, and I heard had made and two fine boys received
moved away, and paint brushes put to them say that a new building was go- diplomas. The decorations were beautiful. There was a large crowd seated
work. Halloween came and the fam- ing up, a school building.
ily moved in! Would the ghost let
It seemed but a little whIle when the on the campus facing the building.
them stay? I could scarcely sleep for building was completed and more things· Their backs were toward me, but I could
excitement, but all was quiet, and the began to happen. New boys and girls see how eager and interested they were.
next day the eager talk continued. The arrived. They came from Bayou Blue, As the program was closing the full
fall and winter brought many happy Point au Chene, Labadieville, and all moon rose over the building. The
days. In the summer a great tent was the adjacent bayous. There was much beauty was indescribable!
After it was over and people began
spread, cots were moved in, and house chatter in French. Fathers and mothto
depart there was much lingering of
parties became the talk. How thrilling ers flocked to the new school to beg the
it all was! One night a storm arose. missionaries (that is what they called couples in the deep shadows I cast, and
The rain lashed and the winds twisted the teachers) to take their children in. words of love and loyalty were exmy branches. I had no fear for myself. Many times have I sheltered the parents changed in whispers. There was talk
Had I not weathered. many great hur- and children while they waited for hours of college and of a great future. That
ricanes? But what about the tent? I to see the superintendent about little night, too, I took a new look at the
watched with anxiety. The water be- Yevonne, Marie, Manuel, or Antoinette. juniors so soon to take their places with
gan to rise, and soon boards laden with I always felt excited and a little sad as the graduates. They will surely be as
shoes and clothing began to float out. I watched them and hoped the children fine and true as others who have gone
There were excitement and laughter and could be accepted, for it seemed to mean
a little crying; but the children were so much to them, and I loved them all.
moved into the \Vesley House, as the The children were admitted as funds
home was now called, and all became would permit.
Methodist friends
quiet. The day dawned bright and throughout the country became interEarn Extra Money
~
TnkeordersforsensntionaJ
clear. There was much drying and sun- ested and gave scholarships to deserving
....., .>"
value Personal Christmas
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from the school, perhaps even better.
Who knows?
Now summer is here. Already parents and children are coming and going, making plans for the new session
soon to begin. Former pupils are bringing their little ones to be enrolled,
that they may have the benefits, the
blessings, and joys offered by MacDonell

School. I am glad to be so young with
the hope of standing many years, perhaps another hundred or more, to watch
the pageant of life as it ebbs and flows
on MacDonell School campus. There
are yet high and noble achievements to
be observed from this favored spot and
a work for me to do in adding beauty
and joy to the school life.

liked me as a confidant, sympathizer,
and even on occasions a fellow-conspirator!
Mistreatment has come in harsh
words, or small and clever impositions
which, if not repeated "time after
time," would seem insignificant. Impositions usually take the form of guests

As you face life's sunset .. ....

Forty Years a Cook
(Contillued from page 16)
hospital with no means of support
whatever an old lady who had given the
best years of her life in their service.
I too~ her as my personal charge and
helped her until she died.
Another case was that of an old man
who had worked all of his life to support
and educate his family of eight children.
He had lost his job because he was too
old to work. His children deserted him
and went to another city to live, so he
was left on the mercy of' the people to
choose between going to the "poor
house" or staying at home. He had
been a good citizen, a steady worker,
and had done his best; but having such
a large family to care for, he had been
unable to save for old age.
He
just loathed the idea of leaving his
home.
My heart was touched in pity for him;

so for three years I paid his rent, furnished fuel, and bought his food every
week. The two daughters that are living finally became so conscience-stricken
that they decided to come and get him
and give him a home with them. In
numerous other humble ways I have
been able to bring happiness into the
lives of others, which I firmly believe
has made me a great deal more happy
than they.
As I grow old the one most consoling thought that comes to me is that
when the complete check-up of my life
is made it will not be measured by
wealth or fame, but by what I have
done to promote the Kingdom of God
on earth and the service I have been able
to render others in the spirit of Christ.
In that sense, I think my life has been
successful.

The Maid Speaks
(C01ltinued from page 17)
have some pleasure and made no objection to your "going out," but little or
no encouragement was given to having
guests "in." One place permitted only
feminine ones. This was because the
privilege had been abused. I had no desire, however, to entertain masculine
guests in my room and preferred to entertain in my own or the home of
friends, an afternoon off being provided,
besides Sunday. . The girls who called
were treated, however, with great courtesy and cordiality.
My average wage for the last four
years, when I have been considered experienced help, has been five dollars per
week. I have always received thirtyfive cents when working by the hour.
Staying with children brought me fifty
cents if relieved before or at midnight,
and seventy-five if until the "wee small
hours." The weekly wage was paid for
cooking two meals a day, care of the
house with an average of five rooms and
three persons in family. There was no
laundry. I have always tried to do the
amount of work I felt I could handle
most satisfactorily and consequently
have not taken some places which
would have paid more. Always, too,
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the employer has had a man in for the
"heavies," such as floor waxing and wall
cleaning.
On one job, however, that of companion as well as housemaid for' one in
the family, the wage was four dollars
per week with room and board. Tips
for extra work averaged about three
dollars per week, making a total of seven dollars per week. Three meals and
care of the house, besides. personal maid
duties, were required. At another place
the regular wage paid for the week was
five dollars with extra for extra work.
This employer was one of the most considerate of the people for whom I
worked.
One of my greatest experiences came
in a home where there was a child who
veered from the normal. The child's
manners were nice, and it was only
necessary to attempt to understand for
the problems to be solved. No special
care was necessary. \'V"herever I have
cared for children they have been very
fond of me, even asking to accompany
me home. Small children have liked for
me to read expressively or tell them
stories, amusing them in the manner
that children like; the older ones have
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at nearly every meal with no forewarninging and heavy entertaining, after
being told there were a certain number
in the family and paid according to this
number rather than the amount of work,
the hospitality of these people incur as
is only fair.
The adding, usually very gradually,
of extra pieces of linens and wearing
apparel to what is supposed to be a
bundle of lingerie, or even being expected to do the former and more after
being specifically told there is no laundry work. Should you show a particularly deft hand with dresses or linen,
you may be assured that this task is
yours as long as you remain.
Then there is the person who believes
a servant should go to the home of relatives to clean or serve, but receive no
compensation whatsoever from the extra person served or from their regular
employer.
Of course, I must mention the woman who never has change or the right
amount of change with which to pay
you. You must either wait or take
what you can get.
The newsgatherer is another. She requires that the maid bring all gossip
and information concerning the private
affairs of herself and all the Negroes of
the community. I was once compelled
to say, "I don't know," any number of
times, to all sorts of questions I considered no concern of either of us.
Then there is the scold, who continually fault-finds as evidence of her being
very particular. I was once told after
leaving a place that it was "just her
way" and I should have argued with
her and that the heckling would have
stopped and the job would have become
a lovely position. Sorry, but I went to
work! The wage here was five dollars
per week for half days with only one
meal to cook.
Last but of no less importance is the
woman who expects you never to tire,
and not to eat as well. A lady once
said she would like for me to work for
her because "you look as if you didn't
eat very much," and naively asked, "Do
you?"
In nine years, I have worked in seventeen homes; of these, in eight, I merely

went in tor a few hours to wash dishes,
stay with children, or serve dinner.
Two jobs were those I held for friends
while they were on vacations. Of the
remaining seven, two I left because the
people were no longer able to pay my
wages; three, because of impositions or
mistreatment; and one because overwork necessitated my taking a muchneeded rest. I lost one job while at
home ill, and my employer was able to
secure a girl who had formerly worked
there and did laundry. I have never
been "fired" for neglected or careless
work.
My services are in demand; and from
an inexperienced dishwasher I believe
that I have come to be considered one
of the best maids in this community, yet
it all has and is to me a picture of the
worst failures, for the wage I earn is
not one sufficient for a decent livelihood.
Work and school have not mixed well
for me; first, because one either does
not have the time or is so physically
tired that efficient study is impossible
and a full schedule cannot be carried;
second, there is little or no time for
extra-curricular activities; third, wages
are so small that they do not compensate for the down trend in grades.
Most of the people here have at one
time or another done all or part of their
own housework and set little value on
the labor of others.
.
So I have fallen far short of my goal
in life which was to secure a degree in
home economics with a major in applied
art and a minor in journalism from the
college in which I matriculated five
years ago.
I especially wanted to study clothing
design and color in direct relation to the
Eroblems of the Negro woman and attempt to develop a standard for Negro
types as to coloring and personality,
comparable to the one in effect for the
blond, brunette, and red-head of the
Caucasian race that would serve as an
aid to the Negro woman in the design
and selection of clothing.
.
And will you please not say, "Better
to have aimed high and fallen short
than never to have aimed at all"? I've
heard it so many times!

The Church and the Social Order
(Continued from page 21)

the individual and for society, is ever
beyond, and moves forward as we advance. But it is not, therefore, unrealizable. It is rather ever in the
process of being realized so long as the
Christian people maintain the tension
between the actual and the ideal. This
tension, this attitude of soul, expressed
in unremitting striving toward the ideal,
is the true spiritual attitude of the
34
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Christian. Failure, individual and social, may be due to personal weakness
or to corporate evil in society. But sin
that destroys is that compromise which
accepts failure as ultimate. "Be ye
therefore perfect, even as your Father
which is in heaven is perfect," requires
ceaseless judgment upon our attainments in the light of the divine ideal,
and ceaseless renewal of aim in view of

our shortcomings and our mistakes.
The urgent and unremitting task of
the church, then, is to use the resources
of power of which it is the bearer, to
create both the better man and the better society together: in their ceaseless
interplay up~m each other-to transform
the world by the power of the vision
of God and by fa,ith in the eternal justice and goodness of the divine will that
works with us.
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the trends of religious thought as reflected in books of recent
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actIvIties, and additional characteristics emerge to show his
many-sided and colorful personality.
A STEWARD IN THE METHODIST CHURCH. By
George L. Morelock. Cokesbury Press. 50 cents.
"A 'must' book for every Southern Methodist steward,"
the publishers call this little handbook, written by the general secretary of the Board of Lay Activities. The eight
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Mr. Morelock has written the book to meet a real need, which
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TWELVE NEGRO AMERICANS. By Mary Jenness.
Friendship Press. Cloth, $1.00; paper, 60 cents.
The twelve Negro leaders whose work is described in thi§
collection of sketches have been chosen for the sake of their
varied fields of service as much as for their personalities. The
fields included are: Co-operative business, education, student
work, social work, rural improvements, and the city church.
The fields of art, music, and literature were omitted, primarily
because Negro achievement in those fields is widely known,
but his contribution in other lines has been much less fully
described. The sketches are inspiring and one wishes they
might have a wide reading.
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World Outlook Subscriptions
Standing of Conferences-Period Ending December 31, 1937
Beginning

First
('onfe"ence

Alabama ......................................
Arizona
.
Baltimore
.
Central Texas
Florida
..................................
Holston
.
Illinois
.
Indian Mission
.
Kentucky
.
Little Rock
.
Los Angeles
.
Louisiana
.
Louisville
.
Memphis
.
Mississippi
.
:Missouri
.
New Mexico
.
North Alabama
.
North Arkansas
.
North Carolina
.
North Georgia
.
North Mississippi
.
North Texas
.
Northwest
.
Northwest Texas
.
Oklahoma
.
Pacific*
.
St. Louis
.
South Carolina
.
South Georgia
.
Southwest lvlissouri
.
Tennessee
.
Texas
.
Texas Mexican
.
Upper South Carolina
.
Virginia
.
\\T est Texas
.
\\T estern Mexican
.
\\T estern North Carolina
.
\\T estern Virgin ia
.
Totals
,
.

Campaign
6-25·34

End
Campaign
5-20-36

Goal
12-31-37

925
112
1,621
1,119
1,584
1,628
46

1,059
169
1,951
1,532
2,051
2,361
58

200
2,100
1,883
2,500
2,500

744
806

938
995

969
764
1,429
929
616
473
1,373
877
1,286
1,708
1,050
929
71
1,115
1,494
677
469
732
1,527
562
900
1,360

1,363
1,197
1,953
1,084
605
653
1,788
1,075
1,935
2,125
1,296
1,130
163
1,504
1,971
855
651
1,103
1,820
678
1,177
1,870

954
2,184
1,429

1,286
2,378
1,786

1,367
475
36,304

2,364
788
47,712

1,200
1,100
500
1,500
1,400
3,000
1,200

e

710
2,188
1,200
2,005
1,500
173
1,667
2,200
1,200
1,492
2,370
2,600
2,250
2,800
931

The center of our work for World Outlook subscriptions through the year 1937, Annual
Conference, District and Local Congregation, is the goal set up in the table above. The goal
is conservative because leader's who fixed it understand that we shall face that figure again and
again before December 31. Let's divide out the goal in every Conference, from the District
all the way down to the Local Congregation, wisely allowing in the distribution for the congregation that might fall short of the goal.
Let's remember that our goal is not a task to burden us, bllt a cheerflll tm'get to dl'OW 0111'
sure {/I'e!
And let's think about the goal, remember about it and talk about it and work for it until we
become goal-minded, and
Let's reaclt tltat goal!
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